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 Introduction to Low-dimensional van der Waals 
Materials 

1.1 Low-dimensional Van der Waals materials 

Van der Waals (vdW) material (layered materials) are characterized by extended crystalline 

planar structures held together by strong in-plane covalent bonds and weak out-of-plane vdW 

forces. The vdW bonds can be easily broken with little damage to the in-plane layer, offering the 

possibility to obtain high-quality films or ribbons with thickness down to the nanometer scale. The 

first demonstration is graphene, a stable, single-atom layer, honeycomb carbon, which was 

exfoliated from the bulk graphite with adhesive tape by two researchers Geim and Novoselov at 

The University of Manchester in 2014.[1] This mechanical exfoliated method was then widely 

used to obtain nanometer-thin layers from other vdW materials. Compared with other methods, 

such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), epitaxial growth and chemical exfoliation, mechanical 

exfoliation offers a cost-efficient, facile and versatile approach to achieve vdW thin films or thin 

ribbons with high quality and intrinsic properties.[2, 3] The great success of graphene inspires 

researchers to re-discover and re-examine other two-dimensional (2D) or one-dimensional (1D) 

vdW materials from their bulk crystals. 

Graphene is the most widely learned 2D vdW material. 2D materials are substances with a 

thickness down to the nanometer scale. Since both charge and heat transport are restricted in the 

direction that perpendicular to the 2D plane, 2D materials have been predicted to possess many 

novel properties compared to their three-dimensional (3D) crystals. Over the last 15 years, 

graphene has been demonstrated to be one of the most attractive 2D vdW materials because of its 

unique band structure and exceptionally high carrier mobility. As shown in Figure 1.1a, the valence 
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and conduction bands of graphene meet in conical valleys at the Brillouin-zone corners, marked 

K and K’, which is protected by the symmetry of its honeycomb lattice. This band structure allows 

the emergence of many fascinating electronic properties, such as a half-integer shift in the quantum 

Hall effect, Klein tunneling across an arbitrarily large potential barrier and nontrivial Berry 

phase.[4] Other fundamental studies of graphene yielded access to a large number of unique merits: 

the highest mechanical strength (Young’s modulus of 1TPa),[5] outstanding thermal conductivity 

(> 3,000 W⋅m-1⋅K-1),[6] a quantized optical absorption coefficient (~ 2.3%)[7] and zero bandgap, 

enabling it to be a promising candidate for mechanical, thermal and optical applications. Especially, 

Graphene displays remarkable electron mobility at room temperature, with reported values in 

excess of 15,000 cm2⋅V−1⋅s−1,[1] showing great potential for high-speed transistor.[8] However, 

the large dark current that results from its gapless nature severely limits the overall performance. 

Great efforts have been paid to open a considerable and tunable bandgap in graphene at room 

temperature while retaining its outstanding properties, via chemical (change the pristine graphene 

lattice) or physical (keep the atomic structure intact and apply an external method). [9-11] 

Compare to monolayer graphene, bilayer graphene (Figure 1.1b), where two graphene 

single-atom sheet stack together to form a staggered honeycomb lattice, the energy dispersion 

becomes parabolic but still meet at K and K’ due to the inversion symmetry. To further lift the 

degeneracy, for example, in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) (Figure 1.1c), the inversion is broken 

by replacing two carbon atoms in the graphene with boron and nitrogen, resulting in a large energy 

gap, presenting insulator properties.  

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs or TMDCs) are a particularly interesting and 

well-studied class of 2D vdW materials. TMDCs have a general chemical formula of MX2, where 

M is a transition metal atom from group IV, V and VI (eg. Mo, W), and X is a chalcogen atom (eg. 
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S, Se, Te). The variety of elements and layer-dependence enable TMDCs to present a wide range 

of electrical and optical properties.[12, 13] Their semiconducting nature makes them great 

candidates for 2D electronics and optoelectronics with low off and dark current.[14-17] 

Furthermore, the broken in-plane inversion symmetry in monolayer gives rise to valley-dependent 

behaviors.[18, 19] In recent years, black phosphorus (BP) has occupied an important position in 

2D vdW material fields. Its layer-dependent bandgap, anisotropic nature, high mobility and good 

light-matter interactions generated huge interests in the possible implementations of BP in a 

myriad of devices and make it a promising 2D vdW material beyond graphene and 2D 

TMDCs.[20-22] 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Lattice structures and band structures of 2D vdW materials: Monolayer and bilayer 
graphene, hBN and TMDs.Lattice structures and band structures at the corners of the first 
Brillouin zone for (a) monolayer graphene, (b) bilayer graphene, (c) hexagonal boron nitride and 
(d) the TMDs. The dashed lines in the lattice diagrams indicate unit cells. The TMDs’ valence 
band is split into two spin-polarized bands, marked by the red and blue arrows. Reproduced from 
ref. [23], with the permission of the American Institute of Physics. 

 

The extension of exfoliation from 2D vdW materials to 1D gives rise to 1D or quasi-1D 

vdW nanowires or nanoribbons. Similar to 2D vdW materials mentioned before, which layered 

structures are bonded by relatively weak inter-layer vdW forces, 1D vdW materials involves a 

chain-like structure that bonded by relatively weak inter-chain forces (can be weak covalent forces 
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or vdW forces), showing potential to be mechanically exfoliated to become nanowires or 

nanoribbons. Many 1D vdW materials have been reported in previous studies and one of the most 

well-known groups is the IV-V transition metal trichalcogenides (TMTCs).  As shown in Figure 

1.2a, the typical class of TMTCs, MX3 are composed of transition metal atoms M (IVB group: Ti, 

Zr, Hf or VB group: Nb, Ta) and chalcogen atoms X (VIA group: S, Se, Te), which is the 1D 

counterpart to TMDCs. Take titanium trisulfide (TiS3) for an example, the basic structure for these 

materials consists of covalently bonded layers, which are bonded through vdW forces (Figure 1.2b). 

For a single layer, MX3 chains are covalently bonded within the a-b plane (Figure 1.2c), and the 

ends of chains are shown by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image (Figure 1.2d). 

 
 

Figure 1.2 Layered and chain-like lattice structures for the TMTCs.(a) Elements that make up the 
group IV-V TMTCs. (b) 3D model of the crystal structure of TiS3. (c) b-axis chains that lead to the 
quasi-1D properties of the TMTCs. a-b plane of the crystal structure showing the covalent bonding 
of the b-axis chains in a single layer of TiS3. (d) TEM of the cross-section of a TiS3 sample showing 
the layered structure and the ends of the b-axis chains. Reproduced with permission from ref. [24], 
with the permission of the IOP Publishing. 
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There are some other groups that can also be viewed as 1D vdW material, for example, the 

binary tetradymite M2X3 (M = Sb, Bi; X = S, Se), the ternary chalcogenides M2X3Y8 (M = Ta, Nb; 

X = Ni, Pd, Pt; Y = S, Se) and more. The reduced in-plane structural symmetry can give those 

materials strong anisotropies in their electrical and optical properties. On the other hand, 1D vdW 

materials are expected to inherit some features from 2D ones, such as strong light-matter 

interactions, thickness-dependent energy bandgaps, and the capability of forming vdW 

heterostructures. Researchers have demonstrated 1D vdW materials’ unique thermal, electrical and 

optical properties, including partially ballistic heat transport and high anisotropy ratios in 

conductivity and optical absorption/emission.[24-28] For example, partially ballistic phonon 

transport has been detected in suspended Ta2Pd3Se8 (TPdS) nanoribbons that can persist over 13 

μm along the chain-axis at room temperature. TiS3 has been predicted to have electron mobility as 

high as 10,000 cm2·V-1·s-1 and has been demonstrated to own strong electrical and optical 

anisotropy.[29-32] Exceptionally high breakdown current density and low noise have been 

observed for zirconium tritelluride (ZrTe3) and TaSe3 nanoribbons.[33-35] Furthermore,  the 

energy bandgaps of these materials range from 0.2 eV to 2 eV,[24] making them ideal candidates 

for high performance field-effect transistors (FETs) and broadband optoelectronics. 

1.2 Low-dimensional vdW material based optoelectronics 

Low-dimensional vdW materials present several advantages over conventional 3D 

materials for optoelectronics.  First, although the innate thinness renders these materials almost 

transparent, their strong light-matter interactions enable decent single-pass absorption. For 

example, single-layer graphene absorbs 2.3% of vertically incident white light.[7] Monolayer 

molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) absorbs around 10% at excitonic resonances.[36] 
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Moreover, low-dimensional vdW materials cover a wide response spectral range from 

microwave to ultraviolet wavelengths, allowing applications in multiple fields. Take 2D vdW 

material as an example, as shown in Figure 1.3, the zero bandgap makes graphene a potential 

candidate for optical applications over a broad spectral range.[37, 38] TMDCs possess relatively 

larger bandgaps, enabling excellent on/off ratio, but limiting their performance in telecom-

wavelength.[12] BP has a layer-tunable direct bandgap ranging from 0.3 eV in bulk to 1.8-2.0 eV 

in monolayer,[22] which covers from visible to mid-infrared spectral regions.  

 
 

Figure 1.3 Electromagnetic spectrum and optoelectrical applications of 2D vdW 
materials.Applications that utilize the different spectral ranges are presented in the top portion of 
the panel. NIR, MIR and FIR indicate near-, mid- and far-infrared, respectively. The possible 
spectral ranges covered by hBN, MoS2, BP and Graphene are indicated using colored polygon at 
the bottom of the panel, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref. [39], with the 
permission of the Springer Nature. 

 

Finally, the absence of dangling bonds makes low-dimensional vdW materials easy to be 

integrated with photonic structures or stacked together to form vdW heterostructures.[40] The 

large low-dimensional vdW materials family allows their heterostructures with a far greater 
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number of combinations, which make it possible to observe numerous exciting physical 

phenomena and to yields a range of possible applications.[41-43] 

1.3 Heterostructures built from vdW materials 

 
 

Figure 1.4 VdW heterostructures built from low-dimensional materials: 0D quantum dots 
nanoparticle, 1D nanowires, 1.5D nanoribbons and 3D bulk materials.vdW heterostructures 
formed by integrating the dangling-bond-free 0D nanoparticles or quantum dots, 1D nanowires, 
1.5D nanoribbons, 3D bulk materials and 2D nanosheets. Reproduced with permission from ref. 
[42] with permission from Springer Nature. 

 

As mentioned in the above discussions, vdW materials possess fully saturated chemical 

bonds on the surface, facilitate the integration of highly disparate atomic layers to create a wide 

range of vdW heterostructures without the constraints of lattice matching and processing 

compatibility. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, various heterostructures can be built by stacking 

different low dimensional semiconducting crystals on top of each other as the vdW force provide 

the interlayer bond.[42] Those heterostructures are expected to show the combined functionality 

of the individual layer and new phenomena at the interface. For example, A maximum 

photodetection responsivity of 418 mA/W  at the wavelength of 633 nm has been achieved by 

stacking p-type BP with n-type MoS2 to form ultrathin PN diodes.[44] The photocurrent signals at 

the PN junction dominate the photocurrent generation, which is much stronger than photoresponse 
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at the metal-semiconductor contacts due to the large band mismatch at the interface. The 

polarization direction of the photoresponse at the junction is affected by either BP or MoS2 channel, 

depending on the illumination conditions.[45] Moreover, 2D vdW material based heterostructures 

allow the possibility to obtain high-quality devices by encapsulating a 2D vdW material thin film 

with 2D vdW insulators such as hBN sheets to form a sandwich-like structure. The hBN sheets 

provide an ultra-smooth surface for the inner graphene film and protect the graphene film from 

direct exposure to air or contact with substrates. These devices exhibit room-temperature mobility 

up to 140,000 cm2·V-1·s-1 which is near the theoretical phonon-scattering limit.[46, 47] 

1.4 Low-dimensional vdW materials for photodetection 

Photodetectors, which transduce optical signals into electrical signals are one of the key 

components in various optoelectronic devices. Photodetectors with different spectral selectivity, 

speed, response spectra and sensitivity are required for a large diversity of applications in our daily 

life. The introduce of novel low-dimensional materials to the photodetecting system is one 

accessible and promising solution to overcome the existing limitation in traditional photodetectors 

based on silicon and III-V materials. Over the past decades, 2D vdW materials such as: Graphene, 

TMDCs, BP and their hybrid systems all have been demonstrated to exhibit outstanding 

performances for photodetection.[48-52] 1D vdW materials have also attracted a lot of attentions 

due to their outstanding performances, especially for the anisotropic photodetection and 

photodetection where wire-like geometry is pursued. 

Photodetector structures 

Photodiodes and photoconductors are two classic photodetectors types (Figure 1.4), where 

the former typically form a PN or PIN junction between semiconductors of oppositely doping. The 
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built-in electric field at the junction drives the separation of photo-excited electron-hole pairs 

(EHPs) and therefore allows photodetection. 

 
 

Figure 1.5 Photodetector structures: photodiode and photoconductor.Schematic for (a) 
photodiode and (c) photoconductor. Band diagram for (b) photodiode and (d) photoconductor. + 
and – indicate cathode and anode. p, n and i indicate p-type, n-type and instinct semiconducting 
materials. S, D and G indicate source, drain and gate contacts. 

 

The photoconductor structure usually consists of a semiconductor channel with two metal 

contacts, namely a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) lateral structure. Here, photo-excited EHPs 

are separated by the external bias applied, and thus add an extra photoconductance to the devices. 

The most common structure of low-dimensional material-based photodetectors consists a MSM 

lateral structure and a gate electrode isolated from the channel by a thin dielectric film to control 

the electrical behaviors of the channel material, which is similar to the structure of the traditional 

FET. This photodetector architecture provides great advantages for semiconducting 2D materials 
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like TMDCs, where their moderately large direct bandgaps allow efficient field-effect modulation, 

and thus ultralow dark current can be achieved by fully depleting the thin TMDC channel. 

Photodetection mechanisms 

Generally, the photodetection of a low-dimensional material-based device can be attributed 

to more than one mechanism especially for the photoconductor structure-based photodetector, 

considering various bias/gate voltage applied and light illumination conditions. In order to have 

an in-depth understanding of low-dimensional material based photodetectors, it is necessary to 

first know the several widely studied physical mechanisms for photodetection. Figure 1.6 

summarizes those mechanisms (take 2D material based photodetectors for example), which 

include photovoltaic effect (PVE), photo-thermoelectric effect (PTE), photo-bolometric effect 

(PBE), and hot electron injection.  

At metal-semiconductor Schottky barriers or PN junctions, the Fermi level alignment led 

to build-in electric fields and thus force the photo-excited EHPs to be separated. This phenomenon 

is known as PVE, which has been elaborated in traditional 3D semiconductor device.[53, 54] Here 

we note that photocurrent is defined to be 𝛥𝛥𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. As shown in Figure 

1.6a, when the photon energy of the light is larger than the bandgap of 2D materials, electrons in 

the valence band can be excited to the conduction band, producing photo-excited EHPs. Driven by 

the build-in electric fields, those excess electrons and holes will be separated to opposite directions, 

leading to a light-generated current IL. Especially, when the circuit is open, the accumulation of 

carriers induces a voltage (open circuit voltage Voc), which lowers the potential barrier and 

generates a forward bias diffusion current that balances the light-generated current. If the external 

bias is set to be zero, the photo-excited EHPs will be collected, generating a photocurrent (short 

circuit current Isc). 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of photocurrent-generation mechanisms in semiconducting 
2D materials: PVE, PTE, PBE and hot electron injection.M and S indicate metal electrode 
contacts and 2D semiconductor channels, respectively. (a) Photon-excited EHPs separated by 
internal electric fields near the metal-semiconductor Schottky barriers. Red shaded areas indicate 
an elevated temperature ∆T induced by laser heating, leading to (b) A voltage difference ∆VPTE or 
(c) overall conductance change ∆G across the channel. (d) Carriers are injected from metal 
electrodes into a 2D material channel. Reproduced with permission from ref.[55] with permission 
from MDPI. 

 

Photocurrent generation can also attribute to thermal mechanisms. Both PTE and PBE have 

been demonstrated to generate photocurrent by inducing a non-uniform heating and an overall 

conductance change of the 2D material channel when the light shines on certain region of the 

device or the whole device. Seebeck coefficient defines as the ability to induce thermoelectric 

voltage in response to a temperature difference across the material and can usually be expressed 

through the Mott relation:[56, 57] 
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𝑺𝑺 =
𝝅𝝅𝟐𝟐𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩
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( 1. 1 ) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, G is conductance, e is the electron charge, and EF is 

Fermi energy. For a semiconductor channel that is connected to two metal electrodes, the light-

induced temperature increase (ΔT) at the metal electrodes will generate a photo-thermoelectric 

voltage across the channel as displayed in Figure 1.6b. PTE drives a current through the junction 

even without applying an external bias, and the current value is directly related to the channel 

conductance and the photo-thermoelectric voltage, which is determined by the Seebeck coefficient 

difference between the semiconductor channel and the metal electrodes, and the temperature 

change: 

𝜟𝜟𝑽𝑽𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝒅𝒅 = (𝑺𝑺𝒔𝒔𝟑𝟑𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒅𝒅𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 − 𝑺𝑺𝒔𝒔𝟑𝟑𝒔𝒔𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎)𝜟𝜟𝑻𝑻 ( 1. 2 ) 

The Seebeck coefficients of pure metals are typically in the order of 1 µV/K. However, for 

2D materials (such as graphene, MoS2 and BP), the Seebeck coefficient ranges from several µV/K 

to thousands µV/K depending on the layer number and external gate voltage that applied.[58-62] 

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1.6c, the local heat up induced by photon absorption 

can modify the resistance of the channel. This light-induced conductance will lead to photocurrent 

under an external bias by PBE.[63, 64] The PBE induced photocurrent can be presented by the 

following equation: 

𝑰𝑰𝑷𝑷𝑩𝑩𝒅𝒅 = 𝜟𝜟𝑮𝑮𝑽𝑽𝑫𝑫 ( 1. 3 ) 

where ΔG is the conductance change and VD is the external bias. From equation (1.3), we 

find that the PBE-induced photocurrent is predicted to present a linear relationship to the applied 

bias. 
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Hot electron injection is a novel photocurrent-generation mechanism that has been 

demonstrated in recent years.[65] It is well-known that photon-excited hot electrons in metal 

electrodes can cross over the Schottky barrier and be injected into the semiconductor channel. The 

injection yield of electrons Y follows the Fowler equation:  

𝒀𝒀 ∼
𝟏𝟏
𝟖𝟖𝒅𝒅𝑭𝑭

(ℏ𝝎𝝎 − 𝝓𝝓𝑩𝑩)𝟐𝟐

ℏ𝝎𝝎
( 1. 4 ) 

where EF is the Fermi energy, ℏ is the reduced plank constant, ω is the incident light 

frequency, and 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 is the Schottky barrier. 

Photodetectors figure-of-merit 

A set of Figures-of-merit facilitates the comparison between photodetectors working with 

different mechanisms and based on different materials and structures. In Table 1.1, I briefly 

summarize the figure-of-merit that is frequently used to characterize a photodetector.[66, 67] 

Those performance indicators enable the comparison of low-dimensional material based 

photodetectors with silicon (CMO based), III-V InGaAs or HgCdTe photodetection system. 

Silicon photodetectors dominate the market in view of their high performance, low cost, maturity 

and high level of integration with electronics. Photodetection beyond silicon’s bandgap, are 

currently relying on the aforementioned exotic semiconductors. Albeit offering high performance, 

those infrared photodetectors suffer from severe manufacturing costs and integration issues, and 

therefore are limited only to niche low-volume, high-value markets. 

Low-dimensional materials need to prove their ability to achieve a form factor that cannot 

be implemented in the current photodetector technology landscape, or provide devices with less 

cost but maintain performance compactivity. Due to their high mobility and strong light 

interactions, several cases based on graphene and TMDC photodetectors have been demonstrated 
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to exhibit high modulation frequencies (for data communication), or high sensitivity (relevant for 

imaging and remote sensing).[49, 50]   

Table 1.1  Photodetectors figure-of-merit 

 
 

To further compare those photodetectors, we first consider the most essential and 

straightforward performance indicators, responsivity. Many literatures have reported the 

achievement of ultrahigh gain and consequently record high responsivity values. However, those 

high values are often overestimated for the cases where photodetector speed is limited. The 

photodetector speed (can also be evaluated with response time) is of paramount importance, 

especially for the real-time image. For example, at least video frame rates ~30-60 Hz are required 

to enable taking high-quality video and the detector itself should be even faster than that in order 

to allow for other processing in image sensor arrays. Thus, the responsivity needs to be considered 

with response time, not itself. Figure 1.7a summarize the responsivity and time response of various 
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photodetector technologies and illustrates the path that needs to be followed for competitive 

emerging technologies. 

 
 

Figure 1.7 Overview of performance metrics of standard and low-dimensional material based 
photodetector technologies.(a) Various photodetector technologies plotted against their 
corresponding responsivity and response time. The top left region corresponds to high gain-
bandwidth-product detectors and should be the ultimate performance target of future 
photodetectors. (b) A plot of the specific detectivity D* of various photodetector technologies 
versus their absorption onset (bandgap). Low-dimensional material based photodetectors have the 
potential to address the grand challenge in photodetection towards low-cost, high sensitivity 
infrared detectors. Reproduced with permission from ref.[68] with permission from Springer 
Nature. 

 

On the other hand, sensitivity, which evaluates the ability to detect weak signals from 

detector noise, is another key performance indicator. Combine the responsivity and noise current, 

sensitivity performance can be quantified by specific detectivity D*.  Figure 1.7b plots specific 

detectivity versus wavelength of different photodetectors, especially focus on long wavelength 

range where a cheaper photodetector is desired. 

1.5 Scanning photocurrent microscopy 

Scanning photocurrent microscopy is a versatile method for investigating optoelectronic 

properties of nanoelectronic devices. As illustrated in Figure 1.8a, a laser beam is expanded and 
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focused by a 40X Olympus objective into a diffraction-limited spot and raster scans over the target 

device by a piezo-controlled scan mirror with nanometer-scale spatial resolution (see Figure 1.8a). 

Both reflection and photocurrent signals were collected as a function of the position. By correlating 

the reflection mapping with the optical mapping of the device, the positions of photocurrent signals 

(Ipc = Ilaser ‒ Idark) can be precisely located. Here a single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) that bridge 

between Pt electrodes is shown as the target device. As shown in Figure 1.8b, after the laser scans 

over the SWNT, all mappings obtained can be carefully aligned to each other, precisely showing 

reflection and photocurrent signals at each position. For the SWNT, strong photocurrent responses 

are observed along the tube, under the assumption that the photocurrent is proportional to the local 

potential gradient. 

 
 

Figure 1.8 Scanning photocurrent microscopy: schematic layout and scanning photocurrent 
mapping of a SWNT.(a) An illustration diagram of the experimental setup for scanning 
photocurrent measurement. A suspended single wall carbon nanotube device is shown as an 
example. (b) Top: device top view, which shows the scanning area. Red arrows indicate scanning 
direction. Middle and bottom: corresponding reflection (greyscale, white is the maximum) and 
photocurrent mapping (red and blue color represent positive and negative current while white 
color shows zero photocurrent). Light gold dash boxes indicate Pt electrodes. The scale bar is 1 
µm. 
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For most of our scanning photocurrent measurements, the laser source is a continuous wave 

laser beam form NKT Photonics SuperK Supercontinuum Laser, which offers single-mode output 

with bandwidth 1-5 nm and could cover wavelength range from 450 to 2000 nm (1nm step) with 

power up to several hundred micro watts for each wavelength. Depending on the size of the device, 

objective from Olympus with various magnification can be used (40X, numerical aperture NA = 

0.6; 10X, NA = 0.4; 4X, NA = 0.1). The size of the focused laser beam, which determines the 

spatial resolution of the mapping can be various, since the diffraction-limited is related to both NA 

and laser wavelength λ ( 𝑑𝑑 = 𝛌𝛌
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

 ) . Therefore, for a certain objective, shorter wavelength will 

offer mapping with higher resolution and also note that shorter wavelength photon will carrier 

more energy considering Planck–Einstein relation ( 𝐸𝐸 = 𝒉𝒉𝒔𝒔
𝝀𝝀

 , ℎ is the plank constant and c is the 

speed of light). Furthermore, the laser from the source device is free space and linear polarized. 

By adding a half-wave plate followed by a polarizer to the laser path, the polarization direction of 

the laser spot can be easily adjusted to any direction. The laser power can be precisely controlled 

by tuning the laser source or can be attenuated by applying a neutral-density filter. In summary, 

the scanning photocurrent microscopy provides a versatile platform for photoelectronic 

measurements, where the laser position, wavelength, power and polarization direction can be 

flexibly controlled to meet various experiment requirements. 
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 High Performance WSe2 Photodetectors with 2D/2D 
Ohmic Contacts 

2.1 Ohmic contacts 

In traditional silicon based FET, heavily doped silicon buffer layers are existed between 

the lightly doped silicon channel and the metal electrodes to achieve ohmic contacts. In details, as 

shown in Figure 2.1a, for a metal and an p-type semiconductor, a rectifying Schottky contact is 

formed when Wm<Ws (Similarly, for a metal and an n-type semiconductor, the contacts will be 

rectifying Schottky when Wm>Ws). Here WM and WS denote work function for metal and 

semiconductor as the work function is defined as the energy difference between the Fermi energy 

and the vacuum level. Also, here we consider the ideal metal-semiconductor (MS) contacts with 

following assumptions: i. both materials are infinitely pure; ii. no interaction between the two 

materials; iii. no interfacial layer. 

For Schottky contacts, a barrier exists between the metal and semiconductor, leading to a 

large exponentially increased current with forward bias and a small constant current at reversed 

bias (Figure 2.1b). Theoretically, non-rectifying, or ohmic contacts can be achieved by choosing 

different metals to match the work function of the semiconductors (Wm<Ws for n-type 

semiconductor and Wm>Ws for p-type semiconductor). However, in reality, it’s challenging due 

to the pin effect that caused by semiconductor surface states. To account for pin effects, the metal-

semiconductor contacts can be treated as if it contained an intermediate region sandwiched 

between the metal and the semiconductor. This layer contains the added interface states, and 

therefore, the MS contacts will depend on the metal and the interface layer rather than metal and 

semiconductor especially if the state density becomes very large. 
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As a result, in practice, ohmic contacts is accomplished by adding a heavily doped layer 

between the semiconductor channel and the metal (Figure 2.1c). The contact barrier width Xd can 

be solved by following equation:[69] 

𝑿𝑿𝒅𝒅 = �
𝟐𝟐𝝐𝝐𝒔𝒔𝝓𝝓𝒔𝒔
𝒒𝒒𝟐𝟐𝒅𝒅

( 2. 1 ) 

where 𝝐𝝐𝒔𝒔 is the permittivity of the semiconductor, 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖=Ws-Wm is the built-in voltage, Nd is 

the donor atomic density and q is the electronic charge. therefore, the contact barrier narrows as 

Nd increases. When the barrier width approaches a few nanometers tunneling through the barrier 

can take place.  Electrons are available to tunnel from semiconductor to metal or metal to 

semiconductor and current rise very rapidly as bias is applied regardless of the polarity of the bias. 

Hence, a MS contact at which tunneling is possible has a very small resistance, virtually an ohmic 

contact. 

 
 

Figure 2.1 MS contacts: Schottky contacts versus ohmic contacts. Band alignment between MS 
system with (a) Schottky contacts and (c) ohmic contacts. (c) Rectifying output curve for Schottky 
contacts and (d) linear output curve for ohmic contacts. 
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2.2 Engineering MS contacts for TMDC based phototransistor 

The performance of a phototransistor depends on both the optical properties of the channel 

material and the electrical behaviors of the device, where the former dictates the spectral coverage 

and quantum efficiency of the phototransistor and the latter governs the charge density, the dark 

current, and the efficiency of charge separation and collection upon illumination. It is well-known 

that the photocurrent responses of TMDC based phototransistors are mainly attributed to the 

separation of photo-excited EHPs driven by built-in electric fields near the Schottky-barriers 

between 2D materials and metal contacts.[17, 51, 70] 

Numerous efforts have been made to engineer the TMDC-metal contacts to enhance the 

photoresponsivity and reduce the response time since the Schottky-barriers between the TMDC 

channel and metal contacts play an important role for conventional photodetectors based on the 

MSM structure.[17, 65, 71-75] A recent study has reported that the photoresponse of WSe2 

phototransistors can be enhanced by reducing the Schottky-barrier between WSe2 channels and 

metal contacts, but these phototransistors display very slow response speed in ambient air (> 5 s), 

severely limiting their performance as photodetectors.[74] In fact, it remains a major challenge to 

design a novel TMDC based phototransistor architecture that simultaneously yields a high 

photoresponsivity and a short response time. While it is well established that the photoresponse of 

TMDC phototransistors is sensitive to their electrical contacts, WSe2 phototransistors with truly 

ohmic contacts have not been reported to the best of our knowledge because WSe2 tends to form 

a substantial Schottky barrier with most metals commonly used for making electrical contracts, 

which can be partially attributed to Fermi level pinning. 

2.3 WSe2 phototransistor with 2D/2D Ohmic Contact 
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Here we report a new approach to fabricate high performance WSe2 based phototransistors 

by using degenerately p-doped 2D TMDCs as the drain/source contacts and 2D WSe2 with no 

intentional doping as the channel to form 2D/2D ohmic contacts. Metal interconnects were 

subsequently fabricated to connect the degenerately p-doped WSe2 drain/source contacts for 

electrical and photocurrent measurements. Because the degenerately p-doped WSe2 is a highly 

conductive version of the channel material, it forms low-resistance contacts with both the WSe2 

channel and the metal interconnects. As demonstrated in the previous report, the 2D/2D contacts 

allow low contact resistance, and the degenerately p-doped WSe2/metal contacts also show 

negligible contact resistance due to tunneling effect through an extremely narrow (~ 1 nm) 

depletion region.[76] 

Figure 2.2a illustrates the schematic diagram of a WSe2 phototransistor, where an undoped 

2D WSe2 channel was in contact with two degenerately p-doped WSe2 (Nb0.005W0.995Se2) thin films 

as the drain and source contacts, which were connected to metal electrodes. To provide a smooth 

substrate with minimum dangling bonds and charge traps, a thin hBN flake was placed between 

the WSe2 phototransistor and the degenerately-doped Si substrate covered with a 280-nm-thick 

thermal SiO2 layer.[46] Both WSe2 and hBN flakes were mechanically exfoliated from their bulk 

crystals. The thicknesses of the cleaved flakes were 10-30 nm for hBN and 3-10 nm for the 

undoped WSe2 as identified by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Using a dry transfer method, two 

degenerately p-doped WSe2 flakes were artificially stacked atop an undoped WSe2 flake to form 

2D/2D contacts. Metal electrodes were then fabricated on top of the degenerately p-doped WSe2 

drain/source contact regions by standard electron beam lithography (EBL) and subsequent 

deposition of 5/50 nm Ti/Au. Figure 2.2b presents the optical image of a typical device with an 

8.3 nm thick WSe2 channel, where all TMDC flakes and Au electrodes are outlined by colored 
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dashed lines. Back-gate biases were applied to the WSe2 channel through a dielectric stack 

consisting of 280 nm SiO2 and a 30 nm thick hBN flake. Both electrical and optoelectronic 

properties of the device were characterized under high vacuum (∼10−6 Torr).  

 
 

Figure 2.2 Structure and electronic characteristics of WSe2 phototransistors with 2D/2D ohmic 
contact.(a) A schematic illustrating the layout of a typical WSe2 phototransistor. (b) Optical 
micrograph of the device. S and D indicate source and drain contacts, respectively. The gold 
dashed lines mark the position of the metal electrodes. The blue dashed line outlines the hBN thin 
film. The pink and green dashed lines represent the outlines of the Nb-doped WSe2 contacts and 
undoped WSe2 channel, respectively. (c) Gate-dependent transport characteristics of the device. 
Inset: linear region for mobility calculation at 80 K and room temperature, respectively. (d) Ids-
Vds characteristics at various back-gate voltages at 80 K. Reproduced with permission from 
ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical Society 

 

Figure 2.2c displays the transfer characteristics of the device. P-type behaviors are 

observed with a field-effect hole mobility of ~150 cm2·V-1·s-1 at room temperature, which 

increases to ~300 cm2 V-1 s-1 at 80 K calculated from the linear region (inset of Figure 2.2c) of the 
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transfer curves by using the expression 𝝁𝝁𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻 = � 𝟏𝟏
𝑪𝑪𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃
� · � 𝑳𝑳

𝑾𝑾
� · � 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

𝒅𝒅𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃
�. Here, L and W are the length 

and width of the channel, and Cbg is the back-gate capacitance of the 280 nm thick SiO2 in series 

of a 30 nm hBN flake. Figure 2.2d shows linear output characteristics of the WSe2 phototransistor 

with 2D/2D contacts when various back-gate voltages were applied at 80 K, indicating ohmic 

behaviors of the device. To understand the critical role of heavily p-doped TMDC contacts in the 

superior electronic and optoelectronic performances of WSe2 devices with 2D/2D contacts, we 

also fabricated few-layer WSe2 transistors on hBN substrates with Ti/Au contacts. The output 

characteristics of few-layer WSe2 transistors with Ti/Au contacts are non-linear and asymmetric, 

which can be attributed to the presence of a Schottky barrier at the contacts. 

2.4 Scanning photocurrent mapping and response spectrum  

 
 

Figure 2.3 Scanning photocurrent mapping and wavelength dependent photoresponse. (a) 
Scanning photocurrent image of the device (measured between S and D) and (b) normalized 
wavelength dependence of the photocurrent signals under a zero source-drain bias with Vbg = 0 V.  
(c) Illustration of direct and indirect bandgaps in few-layer WSe2. Reproduced with permission 
from ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical Society 

 

To investigate the photoresponse of the WSe2 phototransistor with 2D/2D contacts, we 

performed spatially-resolved scanning photocurrent measurements on the device in a Janis ST-500 

microscopy cryostat at 80 K. As shown in Figure 2.3a. Remarkable photocurrent signals were 
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detected at the 2D/2D interfaces between the undoped WSe2 channel and degenerately p-doped 

WSe2 contacts, where the built-in electric fields can separate photo-excited EPHs to opposite 

directions and induce photocurrent signals through the PVE. However, the photocurrent signals at 

the degenerately-doped-WSe2/metal junctions were negligible due to the near absence of a 

depletion region at these interfaces.[76] 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Electronic and optoelectronic characteristics for a typical WSe2 phototransistor with 
degenerately p-doped MoS2 as source/drain contacts. (a) Gate-dependent transport 
characteristics at 80 K and (b) Ids-Vds characteristics at various back-gate voltages at 80 K. (c) 
scanning photocurrent image of the device. The pink and green dashed lines represent the outlines 
of the Nb-doped MoS2 contacts and undoped WSe2 channel, respectively. (d) Normalized 
wavelength dependence of the photocurrent signals under a zero source-drain bias with Vbg = 0 
V. Reproduced with permission from ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical Society 
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Wavelength-dependent photocurrent measurements were further conducted to elaborate 

the photocurrent generation mechanisms at the 2D/2D contacts. As shown in Figure 2.3b, 

maximum photocurrent responses of the WSe2 phototransistor with degenerately p-doped WSe2 

drain/source contacts were observed when the incident photon energy was ~ 1.68 eV, close to the 

reported direct bandgap of few-layer WSe2.[12, 13, 19, 78-81] To clarify the photoresponse 

contribution at 2D/2D contacts, we also tested WSe2 FETs with degenerately p-doped MoS2 as the 

drain/source contacts. As shown in Figure 2.4a, WSe2 devices with doped MoS2 as source/drain 

contacts have shown similar p-type behaviors. Moreover, their linear output characteristics suggest 

low resistance ohmic contacts (Figure 2.4b). We have also found that strong photocurrent signals 

locate at the 2D/2D interfaces between the undoped WSe2 channel and degenerately p-doped MoS2 

contacts (Figure 2.4c). Interestingly, their maximum photoresponses also occurred when the 

excitation laser energy approached the direct bandgap of WSe2, suggesting that the photocurrent 

generation mainly results from the direct transition in undoped WSe2 channels (Figure 2.3c). 

Moreover, the photoresponsivity drops dramatically when the wavelength of the incident laser is 

longer than 750 nm (~ 1.65 eV), indicating that the contribution from the indirect transition (~ 1.2 

eV) in WSe2 is negligible. 

2.5 Bias-dependent scanning photocurrent mapping 

The entire WSe2 channel can absorb the incident light and generate EHPs. Without external 

source-drain bias, the WSe2 flake in the central channel region is uniform, resulting in a flat band 

diagram. Both electrons and holes can move freely to any direction, contributing to a zero net 

current. When an external electric field is applied to the WSe2 channel, the photoresponse will 

occur in the central channel region. While the intrinsic lifetime for 2D TMDCs were reported in 

the range from picoseconds to nanoseconds depending on either the thickness or the 
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temperature.[82-84] As a result, much fewer photo-excited EHPs are expected to be collected by 

source/drain electrodes before recombination, leading to small photocurrent signals in comparison 

with that generated at the 2D/2D interfaces (Figure 2.3a). On the other hand, the built-in electric 

fields at the 2D/2D interfaces between the undoped WSe2 channel and degenerately p-doped WSe2 

contacts can separate photo-excited EHPs to opposite directions, leading to a current that travels 

from the undoped channel to p-doped contacts. When the drain-source bias sweeps from -1 V to 

1V, the intensity of positive (negative) photocurrent signals increases (decreases, Figure 2.5), 

suggesting that the photocurrent response is mainly attributed to the PVE. Similar results have also 

been reported previously.[85, 86] 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Bias dependent scanning photocurrent mapping. Scanning photocurrent images of a 
typical WSe2 phototransistor when the drain–source bias voltages ranging from -1 V to +1 V with 
a 0.5 V step. Red/blue color corresponds to the positive/negative photocurrent response, 
respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical 
Society 

 

2.6 Photodetection performances 

We then evaluated the performance of the WSe2 phototransistor at Vbg = 0 V, where the 

device is in the OFF state with a negligible dark current (~ 10-14 A). A laser spot (~ 50 µm in 

diameter) that was large enough to cover the whole device was used as the illumination source. As 

shown in Figure 2.6a, photocurrent signals were recorded as a function of drain-source bias from 

0 V to +1 V under various laser illumination intensities, displaying a nonlinear dependence on Vds, 
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which is similar to previous reported 2D photodetectors.[51, 86] In addition, higher 

photoresponsivities were observed at larger positive drain-source bias because the bias enhances 

local band bending in one of the 2D/2D contact regions while eliminating the band bending in the 

other, and also generates an electric field in the channel, which consequently facilitates the more 

efficient separation and collection of the photo-excited EHPs. Figure 2.6a plots the photocurrent 

generated by the phototransistor (Vds = 1 V) at various laser illumination intensities. A 

photoresponsivity R (𝑅𝑅 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝⁄ , where p is the power of the incident laser) of 320 mA/W was 

observed at a zero back-gate voltage, which is independent of the incident laser power as illustrated 

by the linear relationship between the photocurrent and laser power (Figure 2.6b). The nearly linear 

dependence of the  photocurrent on  the absorbed photo flux strongly indicates that the measured 

photocurrent signals primarily result from the absorption of the WSe2 channel instead of the 

thermionic and tunneling currents.[74, 87]   

 
 

Figure 2.6 Photoresponse as a function of source-drain bias voltage under various back-gate 
voltages and at various values of the optical power intensities.(a) Photocurrent Ipc as a function of 
source-drain bias voltage Vds under zero back-gate voltage and at various values of the optical 
power intensities (wavelength λ = 735 nm). (b) Power dependence at Vds = 1 V. (c) Photocurrent 
Ipc as a function of source-drain bias voltage Vds under back-gate voltages varying from 0 to 15 V 
with a 5 V step. 735 nm laser illumination was used with a power intensity of 8149 W/m2. 
Reproduced with permission from ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical Society 
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To further enhance the photoresponsivity, we measured photocurrent signals as a function 

of external back-gate voltages with a laser power of ~ 8149 W/m2 (Figure 2.6c). Photoresponsivity 

was enhanced when back-gate voltage raised in the positive direction, where the long depletion 

region with high voltage drop can efficiently separate the photo-excited EHPs, resulting in high 

photoresponsivity and fast response time.[74] A photoresponsivity of ~ 600 mA/W was achieved 

at Vbg = 15 V, which almost doubled from that at a zero gate voltage. A large external quantum 

efficiency (EQE) close to 100% was also observed for the OFF state of the device. Here EQE is 

defined as the number of photo-excited carriers circulating through a given photodetector per 

absorbed photon, 𝜂𝜂 = 𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑣𝑣 𝑒𝑒⁄ , where ℎ is the Plank constant, 𝑣𝑣 is the frequency of the incident 

laser, and 𝑒𝑒 is the electron charge. Another important parameter of a photodetector is its specific 

detectivity 𝐷𝐷∗ that is related to its signal-to-noise ratio. The specific detectivity is given by 𝐷𝐷∗ =

𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴
1
2 (2𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)

1
2� ~1013 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝐽𝐽 for our device in the OFF state, where A is the area of the detector. 

The values of photoresponsivity, EQE, and specific detectivity of our device obtained in the OFF 

state in high vacuum are comparable or higher than those of WSe2 photodetectors in previous 

reports,[52, 74, 75, 88] as well as those of commercial silicon (500 - 600 mA·W -1, 80%, ~ 1012 

Jones) and InGaAs (700 - 900 mA·W -1, 60%, 1012-1013 Jones) photodetectors.[89] 

2.7 Photoresponse dynamics 

Temporal response is another critical figure-of-merit for photodetectors. To study the 

photoresponse dynamics of WSe2 phototransistors, we applied ON/OFF light modulation by 

adding an optical chopper into the system and measured the rise and decay time constants. Figure 

2.7a shows a schematic of the experimental setup, where photocurrent signals were collected as a 

function of time with the laser turning ON and OFF. The rectangular excitation pulse generated by 

the chopper has a width of ~ 80 µs with a rise time of ~ 100 ns, which is much faster than the 
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timing resolution of our current preamplifier used in our measurements (~ 8 µs). By applying a 

single exponential function to fit the rising and decaying region of the curve, a typical response 

time constant of 𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 = 𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 = 8 𝜇𝜇𝐽𝐽 was obtained (Figure 2.7b), which has already reached the 

limit of the measurement circuit. Therefore, the time constant is expected to be short than 8 µs if 

time-resolved measurements of improved accuracy at low current level are accessible. Both the 

rise and decay times of our device are faster than previously-reported TMDC-based 

photodetectors.[17, 51, 74, 90-92] 

 
 

Figure 2.7 Experimental setup for photoresponse dynamics and ultrafast photorsponse.(a) A 
schematic diagram of the experimental setup for measuring time dependent photoresponse. (b) 
Photocurrent signals as a function of time under 740 nm laser illumination with a modulation 
frequency ~ 6.4K Hz. The laser power was 0.46 μW and photocurrent signals were collected at Vds 
= 1V. Reproduced with permission from ref.[77], with permission from American Chemical 
Society 

 

2.8 Photocurrent generation mechanisms 

To further elucidate the photoresponse generation mechanisms of our WSe2 high 

performance phototransistor, gate-dependent scanning photocurrent measurements were 

subsequently performed by sweeping the gate voltage from 0 V to -11 V while recording the 
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photocurrent along the channel direction of the WSe2 photodetector (dashed line in Figure 2.2b). 

As shown in Figure 2.8a, the photocurrent signals at the 2D/2D contacts of the WSe2 

phototransistor gradually decrease when the back-gate voltage was swept from 0 V (OFF state) in 

the negative direction. The pronounced photocurrent observed in the OFF state (Vbg = 0 V, Figure 

2.8b) can be explained by a band offset at the degenerately p-doped/undoped WSe2 junction, where 

the Fermi level of the WSe2 channel is above its valence band and the conduction/valence band of 

the undoped WSe2 channel bends upward owing to Fermi level alignment, leading to a built-in 

electric field from the channel to the contact. As a result, photo-excited EHPs at the band bending 

area can be easily separated to the opposite directions, contributing to photocurrents that flow from 

the undoped WSe2 channel to the degenerately p-doped WSe2 contact.  

When we swept the back-gate voltage in the negative direction, the Fermi level approaches 

the valence band of the undoped WSe2 channel, reducing the band mismatch. A flat band structure 

is reached in the undoped WSe2 channel at Vbg ~ ‒11 V, (Figure 2.8c), making it difficult to 

separate the photo-excited EHPs. Therefore, negligible photocurrent signals were detected near 

flat band voltage VFB= ‒11V. Interestingly, the flat band voltage determined by the photocurrent 

measurement is nearly identical to the threshold voltage observed in the transfer characteristic of 

the device (see Figure 2.2c), suggesting that the 2D/2D contacts in our WSe2 phototransistors are 

nearly free of a Schottky barrier because the presence of a finite Schottky barrier usually leads to 

a notable discrepancy between the flat band and the threshold voltages.[86] This is consistent with 

our previous electrical transport characterization that 2D/2D contacts between doped and undoped 

WSe2 are ohmic,[76] which also likely contributes to the fast and efficient photoresponse of  our 

device. 
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Figure 2.8 Gate-dependence photoresponse and photocurrent generation mechanisms.((a) Gate-
dependence of the photocurrent signals without source-drain bias. Band profiles of the device at 
(b) Vbg = 0 V and (c) Vbg =VFB = ‒11 V, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref.[77], 
with permission from American Chemical Society 

 

Two important factors that limit the response time of a photodetector are RC time constant 

and carrier transit time.[93] For a WSe2 phototransistor, the total resistance includes both the 

contact and the channel resistances. 2D/2D ohmic contacts have small contact resistances, 

reducing the RC time constant and thus facilitate the fast response of the detector. Moreover, under 

illumination the photo-excited carriers will travel cross the high-field region and then be collected 

by the electrodes. therefore, the carrier transit time between the source and drain electrodes will 

also influence the response time of a detector. The mobility of our device is much higher than other 

WSe2 phototransistors due to the 2D/2D ohmic contact, which can reduce the carrier transit time 

and then the response time of the detector. The high mobility also leads to high photoresponsivity 

𝑅𝑅 ∝ 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∝ 𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝜇𝜇, where 𝐽𝐽 is the photo-excited carrier concentration and 𝜇𝜇 is the carrier mobility. In 

addition, the outside environment near the device surface may also play an important role in their 

photocurrent generation dynamics, so further improvements could be realized by encapsulating 

the device with a thin hBN flake on the top so the devices are fully sealed and the influence of 

environmental factors are minimized.[47, 51] 
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2.9 Conclusion 

In summary, we report high performance WSe2 photodetectors with 2D/2D ohmic contacts. 

The 2D/2D ohmic contacts enable outstanding electrical transport behaviors of the WSe2 

phototransistors with a field-effect hole mobility of ~300 cm2·V-1·s-1, leading to a high 

photoresponsivity of ~ 600 mA/W with a high external quantum efficiency up to 100% and a 

response time (both rise and decay times) shorter than 8 µs. More importantly, our WSe2 

phototransistor exhibits a high specific detectivity (~1013 Jones) in vacuum, comparable or higher 

than commercial Si and InGaAs based photodetector. Photocurrent signals are detected at the 

2D/2D interface and show maximum photoresponsivity when the illumination energy of laser is 

close to the direct bandgap of the undoped WSe2 channel. Gate-dependent photocurrent 

measurements reveal that the high photoresponsivity and short response time are mainly attributed 

to the lack of Schottky barriers at the 2D/2D contacts, which can reduce the carrier transit time 

and improve the photo-excited EHP collection. Our work provides an in-depth understanding of 

the photocurrent generation mechanisms in 2D TMDC based phototransistors and offers a new 

direction to improve the performance of 2D material photodetectors through a truly ohmic contact 

between doped/undoped TMDCs. 

2.10 Methods 

Materials Synthesis 

Nb0.005W0.995Se2 crystals were synthesized from polycrystalline powders and iodine as a 

transport agent by chemical vapor transport in sealed silica tubes. The polycrystalline 

Nb0.005W0.995Se2 powders were first prepared from stoichiometric mixtures of W (99.999%), Se 

(99.999%), and 0.5% of Nb (99.99%) was used as substituent atoms for p-doping. The mesh size 

was -22 for W, -200 for Se, and -325 for Nb. The starting materials were sealed in silica tubes 
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under vacuum, and then slowly heated to 900 oC. The ampoules remained at 900 oC for seven days, 

and then were allowed to furnace cool to room temperature. Phase purity is confirmed with powder 

x-ray diffraction. Single crystals of Nb0.005W0.995Se2 were then grown using the polycrystals as 

starting material and iodine as a transport agent (~17.5 mg/cm3 of iodine). The silica tubes 

containing phase-pure powder and iodine were sealed under vacuum and placed in a tube furnace 

with a 50 oC temperature gradient from the hotter end of the tube containing the charge (1035 oC) 

to the colder end where growth occurs at 985 oC. Crystals in the form of shiny silver plates with 

typical size 5 × 5 × 0.1 mm3 grew over the course of 5 days. The as-grown crystals were phase-

pure as determined by x-ray diffraction. Elemental analysis was performed using wavelength 

dispersive spectrometry (WDS) on a Camec SX100 electron microprobe. An accelerating voltage 

of 20 kV and a beam current of 40 nA are used in a spot size of 5 μm. CaWO4, CdSe, and 

SnBaNb4O10 were used as standards for quantification. The detection limit of the spectrometer is 

around 0.03 wt %. A quantitative analysis of NbxW1−xSe2 reveals an actual dopant concentration 

of x = 0.40 at. %. 
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 Visualizing Light Scattering in Silicon Waveguides with 
Few-layer BP Photodetectors 

3.1 Black phosphorus 

Black phosphorus (BP) is a relatively new addition to 2D vdW material family, which consists 

of only phosphorus atoms. The semiconducting puckered orthorhombic BP has reduced symmetry 

compared with its group IV counterparts (such as graphene). As displayed in Figure 3.1a, along 

with the out-of-plane direction, each phosphorus atom is covalently bonded with three adjacent 

phosphorus atoms o form a puckered honeycomb structure. From the front side view, the single-

layer BP includes two atomic layers and the covalent P–P bonds can be classified into two kinds. 

Two shorter bonds connect the nearest P atoms in the same plane, and one longer bond connects 

P atoms between the top and bottom of a single layer. Each BP layer bond together by vdW force 

with spacing around 5 Å. 

 
Figure 3.1 Crystal lattice and layer-depended bandgap of BP. (a) Atomic structure of black 
phosphorus. Reproduced with permission from ref[13], with permission from Springer Nature (b) 
The evolution of band gap calculated by different methods and optical absorption peak according 
to the stacking layer number of few-layer phosphorene. The power-law fitting curves are presented 
by dashed lines. The experimental optical peak position is read from Ref.[94]. Reproduced with 
permission from ref.[67], with permission from American Physical Society 
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Few-layer BP has been demonstrated to show outstanding electrical and optical properties, 

such as mobility up to 1,000 cm2·V-1· s-1 in field-effect transistors and photoresponsivity up to 4.8 

mA/W in photodetectors.[21, 44, 86, 95-97]  Moreover, BP has a layer-tunable direct bandgap 

ranging from 0.3 eV in bulk to 1.8-2.0 eV for the monolayer as shown in Figure 3.1b which bridges 

the zero bandgap graphene and relatively large bandgap TMDCs and thus makes BP an ideal 

candidate for broadband optoelectronic applications from visible to the mid-infrared spectral 

range.[98-101] Moreover, anisotropic in-plane lattice structure allows BP to possess anisotropic 

electrical conductance as well as anisotropic light interactions. 

3.2 Photonic structure - low dimensional material optoelectronics system 

Integrating external photonic structures with 2D material based optoelectronics is a novel 

strategy to broaden the horizon of applications for both 2D materials optoelectronics and photonic 

structures. Those metallic and dielectric photonic or nanophotonic structures can be precisely 

sculpted into various architectures so that light can be scattered, confined, refracted and processed 

in controllable ways.[102-104]  We summarize their performance parameters of photonic structure 

integrated 2D material optoelectronics in Table 3.1. First, the introduction of photonic structures 

into 2D optoelectronics can significantly enhance the photoresponsbility. On the other hand, by 

electrostatically tuning the Fermi level of 2D material, with which photonic structures like 

waveguides, resonators and cavities are integrated, improved modulation performance can be 

achieved. 

Modulator 

Achieving high performance electro-optic modulator by electrostatically tuning 2D 

materials is one of the motivations to integrate external photonic structures like waveguides, 
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resonators or cavities with low dimensional material based optoelectronics.[105-108] For example, 

a graphene based broadband optical modulator is fabricated by placing a 250 nm-thick Si bus 

waveguide underneath a graphene sheet as illustrated in Figure 3.2b.[106] A 7 nm-thick Al2O3 

spacer is placed between Si and graphene. The integration introduces several performance 

improvements: graphene provides strong light-matter interactions and broadband response 

covering telecommunication bandwidth, as well as mid- and far-infrared spectral regions.  

Furthermore, modulation of the guided light at frequencies over 1GHz is demonstrated by 

electrically tuning the Fermi level of the graphene. Ring shape silicon microring resonators and 

photonic crystals cavities and other photonic crystal – low dimensional material hybrid systems 

are also reported in previous literatures.[105, 107, 108] 

Table 3.1  Photonic structure integrated 2D material optoelectronics 

Application Photonic 
structure Material Photonic 

structure detail Photodetection/Modulation Ref 

Modulator 
Waveguide 

Graphene 

Si bus 
waveguide 

Modulation: > 1 GHz 
1.35 to 1.6 µm [106] 

Si Microring 
Resonator Modulation depth: 12.5 dB [105] 

Photonic 
Crystal Nanocavity 

Modulation depth: 6 dB [108] 
Modulation depth: 10 dB [107] 

Photodetector 

Plasmonic 
nano-

structure 

MoS2 Au antenna array Photoresponsivity: 5.2 A·W-1 [109] 

Graphene 
Au partical EQE: 1500% [110] 

Ti/Au 
nanostructures 2000% enhancement [111] 

Waveguide 

BP 
Si bus 

waveguide 

Photoresponsivity: 657 mA·W-1 
response rate: 3GHz [48] 

Graphene 

Photoresponsivity: 0.1 A·W-1, response 
rate: 20 GHz [38] 

All optical communication bands [112] 

Suspended Si 
membrane 
waveguide 

Photoresponsivity: 0.13 A·W-1 [113] 
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Figure 3.2 Photonic structure - low dimensional material electronics/optoelectronics hybrid 
system as modulator and photodetector. (b) Schematic of a high-bandwidth graphene integrated 
silicon waveguide modulator. Underneath (top) and the modulation depth, normalized to the 
device length (40 µm), at different drive voltages (VD)(bottom). Reproduced with permission from 
ref.[106], with permission from American Physical Society Nature Publishing Group (c) 3D 
illustration of a silicon waveguide integrated BP photodetector, featuring a few-layer graphene 
top-gate (top) and broadband frequency response of the BP photodetector with low or high doping 
(bottom). ). Reproduced with permission from ref.[48], with permission from American Physical 
Society Nature Publishing Group 
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Photodetector 

Another motivation for integrating external photonic structures with low dimensional 

material, especially 2D material based photodetectors is to enhance the light absorption in 2D 

materials. It is known to us that 2D material can have remarkably high single-pass absorption.[7, 

36] However, most light will still transmit through the thin layers as the total thickness is below 

tens of nanometers. Therefore, the light-matter interactions must be further enhanced before it can 

be used in practical applications, especially for light detection. The combinations of plasmonic 

nanostructures with 2D materials are first studied to enhance light-matter interactions. Placing 

metallic objects by an ordered array with dimension and pitch in the order of the excitation 

wavelength is a classic way to form plasmonic nanostructures. Either stacking 2D materials on top 

of those plasmonic nanostructures, or patterning plasmonic nanostructures on top of 2D materials 

can increase the light absorption at certain wavelengths.[110, 111, 114-118] On the other hand, a 

direct contact between 2D materials and metals enables hot electron injection over Schottky 

barriers.[109]  

Photonic waveguides are another type of photonic structures that have been extensively 

studied to be combined with 2D optoelectronics to achieve high performance photodetectors. 

Instead of top coupling, the incident light can be guided into the 2D photodetector by a waveguide 

through side coupling in order to achieve high responsibility and fast response rate. In a recent 

report, a silicon waveguide integrated BP phosphorus photodetector has been demonstrated.[48] 

Compared with graphene, the narrow bandgap nature allows BP operating in the near-infrared 

band and at the same time preserving low dark current. As shown in Figure 3.2c, a silicon 

waveguide is planarized by SiO2 to accept an exfoliated BP thin layer. A graphene gate is then 

fabricated to control the doping of BP to optimize the device performance. The 11.5 nm thick BP 
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device has obtained an intrinsic responsivity up to 135 mA/W, and an even higher responsivity up 

to 657 A/W has been observed for 100 nm thick BP. Also, a high response speed ~ 3GHz has been 

achieved while the dark current is limited to 220 nA. Graphene - silicon waveguide hybrid systems 

have also been demonstrated to present high responsivity exceeding 0.1 A/W with response rates 

exceeding 20 GHz,[38] or to present ultra-wideband response covering all optical communication 

band with a high speed ~18 GHz.[112] Moreover, the silicon waveguides membrane can be further 

suspended to improve the performance of silicon waveguide integrated 2D material based 

photodetector.[113] 

3.3 Visualizing light scattering in silicon waveguides with BP photodetectors 

Although overall high performances are demonstrated in these photonic structures 

integrated photodetector systems, few details about the light-matter interactions are 

comprehensively studied. With the assistance of scanning photocurrent imaging, 2D material-

based photodetectors can provide a spatial-resolved mapping of the photoresponse, and thus make 

it possible to visualize how the local light is affected by the photonic structures.  

Here we integrate a few-layer BP photodetector on top of a silicon waveguide to investigate 

its light-scattering patterns. The silicon waveguide was fabricated by electron-beam lithography 

on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a 3 μm buried oxide layer and a 220 nm silicon layer. 

A few-layer BP flake was mechanically exfoliated from its bulk crystal and then transferred onto 

the silicon waveguide (Figure 3.3a). A composite scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of 

half of the silicon waveguide before (left) and after (right) integration with the BP photodetector 

are displayed in Figure 3.3b to present the zoom-in detail of the waveguide. An array of 40 circular 

air holes with various radii from 100–125 nm perforates the 700 nm wide ridge waveguide. For 

our device, the two holes in the center have a 125 nm radius, the holes on both their left and right 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.201506277/abstract;jsessionid=1DCBA6A6945C608649D24E0DDE1D3754.f04t02
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sides linearly taper to 100 nm over ten holes, and the final ten adjacent holes on each side maintain 

the 100 nm radius. The pitch between each hole is 350 nm, and the length of the entire hole array 

is ~ 14 μm. The thickness of the BP flake was determined to be 9.2 nm by a Park-Systems XE-70 

noncontact atomic force microscopy. An encapsulating layer of 200 nm poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) was then coated to minimize the effect of crystal degradation. Source and drain contacts 

were fabricated by electron-beam lithography and the subsequent deposition of 5 nm Ti and 40 nm 

Au. Figure 3.1c presents the optical image of the device, in which the position of the air-hole array 

is marked by a white dashed rectangle.  

In order to learning the local light-matter interactions in this BP-silicon waveguide system, 

scanning photocurrent microscopy was utilized to record the photocurrent signals as a function of 

position. Figure 3.3d shows the reflection image of the device under 650 nm illumination. By 

correlating the metal edges in the reflection image to those in the corresponding optical image 

(Figure 3.3c), the position of the air-hole array on the silicon waveguide was precisely located 

(outlined by green dashed line in Figure 3.3d). Note that x and y denote the directions parallel and 

perpendicular to the edge of the waveguide, respectively (Figure 3.3c), where the origin 

corresponds to the array center.  

When the polarization direction of the incident laser was along the x direction as shown in 

Figure 3.3e, strong photocurrent signals are observed in the positions where the reflection signals 

are weak, indicating an enhancement of light absorption. Here, all experiments were performed in 

high vacuum (1 × 10 −5 Torr). By aligning and comparing the photocurrent signals with the SEM 

image, we notice that within the air-hole array region, both photocurrent and reflection signals 

vary significantly along the waveguide; however, these signals become relatively stable in the 

region without the holes. As a result, the two edges of the air-hole array can be easily identified in 
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the photocurrent mapping at x = ±7 μm. Our experimental results suggest that the reflection and 

photocurrent signals of the BP flake may be closely related to the light-scattering patterns of the 

waveguide, which are strongly modified by the circular air-hole array on the nanobeam. Note that 

while light is traditionally coupled into photonic crystal nanobeams by edge-coupling, our results 

show that there is light-matter interaction in the nanobeam when laser light is incident from the 

top and that photocurrent signals from the BP flake can help to map out this interaction.  

 

Figure 3.3 Photonic silicon waveguide integrated BP photodetector. (a) Three-dimensional 
illustration of the device configuration. (b) SEM image of the silicon waveguide before (left panel) 
and after (right panel) integrated with the BP photodetector. (c) Optical image of the complete 
device, where the edges of gold electrodes and the few-layer BP flake are outlined by gold and 
white dashed lines, respectively. X and y denote the directions parallel and perpendicular to the 
waveguide, respectively. (d) Reflection image of the device under 650 nm illumination, where the 
gold electrodes and BP flake are outlined by gold and white dashed lines, respectively.  (e) 
Reflection (black) and photocurrent (red) signals along the green cut line in (d), when the incident 
laser polarization follows x direction. Reproduced with permission from ref.[119], with permission 
from John Wiley and Sons 
 

3.4 Polarization-dependent photocurrent mapping 

To elucidate various light-scattering patterns of the silicon waveguide, we performed 

polarization-dependent photo current measurements under 650 nm illumination. As shown in 
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Figure 3.4, when the polarization direction of the incident laser changes from the y direction (90°) 

to the x direction (0°), the broad photocurrent peak in the middle region of the waveguide splits 

into four separated peaks along the waveguide. We have found that the scanning photocurrent 

response measured by the BP photodetector is similar to the electric field intensity distribution of 

the waveguide predicted by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, in which the 

electric field intensity in the middle region of the waveguide becomes stronger when the incident 

laser polarization changes from the x direction to the y direction (Figure 3.4, left and right panels). 

Our results indicate that the local light scattering patterns induced by the silicon waveguide can be 

visualized through the BP photodetector as photocurrent signals.  

 

Figure 3.4 Polarization-dependent scanning photocurrent mappings and corresponding FDTD 
simulations.Photocurrent images under 650 nm illumination with different polarization directions 
(middle panel) and the electric field intensity mapping calculated by FDTD simulations for 660 
nm illumination when the incident light polarization follows the x direction (left) and y direction 
(right), respectively Reproduced with permission from ref.[119], with permission from John Wiley 
and Sons 
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3.5 Wavelength-dependent photocurrent mapping 

Moreover, we performed wavelength-dependent scanning photocurrent measurements of 

our device under illumination with laser wavelengths ranging from 620 to 760 nm. The 15 μm-

long scanning line covers the entire air-hole array of the waveguide as shown by a green dashed 

line in Figure 3.3d. In order to keep the number of incident photons equal among different 

wavelengths, the scanning photocurrent mapping is normalized by Planck–Einstein relation, n = E 

/hν. As illustrated in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b, the photocurrent signals present strong wavelength and 

polarization dependence. Under 620 nm illumination, the photocurrent signals maximize at both 

the edgeand the center regions of the air-hole array when the incident laser polarizes along the x 

direction. As the wavelength of the incident laser increases to 680 nm, the central photocurrent 

peak splits into two peaks which gradually move to the two edges of the air-hole array. Similar 

photocurrent patterns are observed when the wavelength varies from 680 to 760 nm. For the laser 

polarization along the y direction, when excited by photons with a wavelength of 620 nm, 

photocurrent peaks are observed in both edge and central regions, but the central peak is wider and 

stronger than the edge ones. When the wavelength of the incident laser increases, the photocurrent 

signals at the two edges become negligible, while the central peak broadens and finally splits into 

two peaks near x = ±5 μm at 670 nm. When the wavelength increases, the photocurrent signals 

maximize again in the central region at 680 nm and two broad and strong photocurrent peaks are 

detected in the regions near x = ±5 μm at 730 nm. When the laser wavelength varies from 730 to 

760 nm, photocurrent valleys are observed and split from the center to the two edges. 

To better understand the different light-scattering patterns while the wavelength and 

polarization direction of the incident light change, we calculated the electric field intensity of the 
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silicon waveguide as a function of wavelength along the scanning line by FDTD simulations 

(Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d). After blue shifting the simulation results by 10 nm, the calculated 

electric field intensity dispersions are in good agreement with the measured photocurrent patterns. 

In particular, photocurrent signals exhibit the same trend when the strongest electric field peak 

moves from the center to the two edges. The small offset and slight differences in detailed features 

of the measured photocurrent and simulated electric filed likely result from fabrication 

imperfections of the photonic structures, the native oxide layer between BP and silicon, and 

PMMA layer thickness variation.  

 
Figure 3.5 Wavelength-dependent scanning photocurrent mappings and corresponding FDTD 
simulations.Wavelength-dependent scanning photocurrent images for wavelengths varying from 
620 to 760 nm when the incident laser polarizes along (a) x and (b) y direction, respectively. The 
laser scanning position is indicated by the green dashed line in Figure 3.3d. The FDTD simulated 
electric field intensity along the same section of the waveguide as a function of wavelength from 
620 to 760 nm when the incident laser polarization follows the (c) x and (d) y direction, 
respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref.[119], with permission from John Wiley and 
Sons 
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In comparison with the experimental data, FDTD simulation results provide a more 

quantitative analysis of the light-scattering patterns. These patterns suggest that the light-intensity 

distribution is strongly wavelength- and polarization-dependent owing to the significant 

modification of the resonant and scattering modes by the waveguide. When the incident laser 

wavelength and polarization vary, a series of optical modes can be detected by the BP 

photodetector through scanning photocurrent measurements. However, when the incident laser 

wavelength goes to the near infrared range, it is difficult to observe small features predicted by 

FDTD simulations in the photocurrent mapping since the size of the diffraction-limited laser spot 

becomes much larger than that of the air holes. Furthermore, the relatively wide bandwidth of our 

laser beam (ranging from 5 to 10 nm) also leads to some differences between the simulated and 

experimental results, where the small pattern transitions predicted in the simulation are 

overshadowed in the photocurrent measurements. Despite these limitations, our scanning 

reflection and photocurrent measurements have clearly demonstrated that the integrated BP 

photodetector can efficiently map the light-scattering patterns of the silicon waveguide, providing 

a practical method to directly measure the optical modes of waveguides in supplement to numerical 

simulations. Moreover, by optimizing the geometric parameters of the waveguide, such as the size 

and number of the circular air holes, 2D material based optoelectronics with enhanced 

photocurrent responses at a certain designed wavelength or position can be achieved.  

3.6 Photocurrent generation mechanism 

Based on all results above, it’s now essential to understand the photocurrent generation in 

the BP - silicon waveguide system. We first considered the two photothermal effects, which are 

described in Chapter 1.4. Within the area we detected (BP in contact with the silicon), the BP 

channel is uniform, as a result, the Seebeck coefficient difference is negligible so that the 
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photocurrent generation form PVE can be neglected. We then move to PBE, where 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 = ∆𝐺𝐺 ∙

𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. The ∆G is extract from the Figure 3.6a to be positive, therefore, the polarity of IPBE is expected 

to be the same as that of the drain-source current and the IPBE should scale linearly with Vds. 

However, as shown in Figure 3.6b, the photocurrent response Ipc does not scale linearly with Vds, 

suggesting that the PBE may be not dominant. Interestingly, we found that when the incident 

photon energy is below the silicon bandgap, there is no photocurrent response observed in the area 

on top of the waveguide (Figure 3.6c), suggesting that the photocurrent signals are close related to 

the silicon absorption. 

 
 

Figure 3.6 Photocurrent generation mechanisms: electron/hole injection from silicon to BP. (a) 
Conductance of BP device as a function of temperature. (b) Photocurrent response of BP as a 
function of drain-source bias. Photoresponse of BP at the center of the silicon waveguide as a 
function of the incident laser wavelength. The incident laser is polarized along the x (black squares) 
and y (red circles) directions, respectively. (d) Schematic diagram illustration of the photo-excited 
EHPs injection from the silicon waveguide to the BP photodetector. Reproduced with permission 
from ref.[119], with permission from John Wiley and Sons 
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As illustrated in Figure 3.6d, when the waveguide integrated BP device is excited by laser 

with a photon energy larger than the bandgap of silicon, the electrons in the valence bands of both 

silicon and BP can be excited to their conduction bands. Since the bandgap of BP (0.3 eV) is much 

smaller than that of silicon (1.1 eV), the valence (conduction) band of BP is much higher (lower) 

than that of silicon as a result of the Fermi level alignment. Therefore, the photo-excited EHPs can 

penetrate through the native oxide layer on the silicon surface, inject into BP, and consequently 

induce photocurrent signals in the BP photodetector.[65, 120] The density of photo-excited EHPs 

depends on the silicon absorption Iab, which is proportional to the energy flux and is related to its 

respective electric field intensity through the time-averaged Poynting vector: 

𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝~ 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 ~ ⟨𝑆𝑆⟩ ~ |𝐸𝐸|2. Here the photo current response from BP itself is negligible since the light 

absorption of BP is significantly limited by its innate thinness. 

3.7 Conclusion 

In summary, we fabricate a few-layer BP photodetector on top of a nanostructured silicon 

waveguide. In comparison with the numerical simulation, the scanning photocurrent mapping 

visually reveals the light-scattering patterns of the waveguide. We also study the optical properties 

of the waveguide under different laser polarizations. A photocurrent pattern transition is observed 

with various laser polarizations, which is in good agreement with the simulated light-scattering 

patterns of the waveguide. Additionally, wavelength-dependent scanning photocurrent 

measurements are performed along the waveguide under laser illumination ranging from visible 

to near infrared region. The measured photocurrent signals show a pattern similar to the light-

scattering patterns predicted by FDTD simulations. Our fundamental studies provide a new 

approach for investigating the optical properties of photonic structures which are sensitive to the 
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wavelength and polarization direction of incident light. By adjusting the geometric parameters of 

photonic structures, 2D material based optoelectronic devices with enhancement or depression at 

a specific wavelength and polarization can be easily designed and tested to meet the requirements 

of various applications. 

3.8 Methods 

Device Fabrication 

The photonic structures were fabricated on SOI wafers with a 3 μm thick buried oxide layer 

(SOITEC). The thickness of the silicon device layer was 220 nm. The wafers were cleaved and 

coated with a 300 nm ZEP520A photoresist (6000 rpm for 45 s). Electron-beam lithography was 

performed using a JEOL 9300F tool at 100 kV and 400 C cm –2. Following exposure, the samples 

were developed in xylene for 30 s and rinsed thoroughly with isopropyl alcohol. The photoresist 

pattern was then transferred into the silicon layer by reactive ion etching (Oxford PlasmaLab 100) 

using C4F8/SF6/Ar gases to completely etch the exposed portion of the silicon layer. Few-layer BP 

flakes were produced by mechanical exfoliation of their bulk crystals on the Polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) stamp. Thin BP flakes were then identified and characterized by optical microscopy. After 

that, a selected BP thin flake on the PDMS stamp was placed on top of the silicon waveguide using 

a home-built transfer stage. BP photodetector devices were fabricated using standard electron-

beam lithography and subsequent electron-beam deposition of 5 nm of Ti covered by 40 nm of Au. 

Finally, the device was coated by 200 nm PMMA to protect BP from degradation. 

FDTD Simulations 

The numerical simulations were carried out with 3D FDTD analysis using Lumerical 

FDTD (Lumerical Solutions Inc.). A 10 nm BP layer was placed on top of a nanostructured silicon 
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waveguide with air holes. The refractive index of BP was chosen to be 2.4.[121] A finer mesh 

region was defined with a 2.5 nm mesh grid for the BP layer to resolve its 10 nm thickness. The 

PMMA thickness was defined with a thickness of 200 nm with refractive index n = 1.47. A plane 

wave light source was defined 2 μm above the photonic structure. A field profile monitor was 

defined at the interface between silicon and BP. A reflection monitor was placed 0.5 μm above the 

source to collect back the reflected light 
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 Tunneling Effect between Crossed van der Waals 
Ta2Pt3Se8 and Ta2Pd3Se8 Nanoribbon Junctions 

4.1 Ta2Pt3Se8 and Ta2Pd3Se8 

Ta2Pd3Se8 (TPdS) and Ta2Pt3Se8 (TPtS), which belongs to isostructure group of M2X3Se8 

(M = Ta or Nb; X = Ni, Pd, or Pt), are frist reported by Keszler et. Al. As shown in Figure 4.1a, 

(note here, TPdS is taken as an example),  TPd/PtS fundamental molecular ribbon (along the c-

axis) consists of Ta-centered edge-sharing Se trigonal prisms that are jointed at the ribbon midline 

and capped at the two sides by Pd/Pt atoms.[122, 123]  The binding between the edge-terminating 

Pd atoms and trans-Se, which is demonstrated to be weak vdW binding in the following studies, 

provides the force to bond chains to each other. High-quality needle-like bulk TPd/PtS crystals can 

be synthesized using a chemical vapor transport (CVT) method with an average length was about 

1 cm (Figure 4.1 b inset: optical image) and can be further separated easily into microscopically 

thin wires if pressed between two microscope slides (Figure 4.1 b: SEM image). The spatial 

distribution of charge density simulation further studies the crystal structure of TPd/PtS as shown 

in Figure 4.1c. The inter-chain bonding shows an energy of 0.34 eV/atom, which is 17 times 

smaller than the average intra-chain bonding with an energy is about 5.7 eV/atom. The weak vdW 

inter-chain bonding offers an opportunity to obtain 1D or quasi 1D vdW nanowires/nanoribbons 

directly via mechanical exfoliation. 

Previous studies have demonstrated TPd/PtS nanowire-based FET with mobility around 80 

cm2 V–1 s–1, ON/OFF ratio above 104 and current capacity comparable to silicon nanowires.[124] 

TPd/PtS show semiconducting properties with layer dependent bandgap from indirect 0.53 eV in 

multiribbon to direct 1.04 eV in a single ribbon. More attractively, TPdS nanoribbons appear to be 
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n-type semiconductors, while TPtS nanoribbons show p-type behaviors, enabling to form a crossed 

p-n junction by stacking them together. Furthermore, two atomically-thin quasi-1D 

semiconductors are bonded by vdW force with nanoscale confinement. Therefore, interlayer 

transition and many novel electrical and optoelectronic properties are expected to happen. 

 

Figure 4.1 TPdS: crystal structure, SEM and AFM images. (a) TPdS crystal structure. Top left: 
perspective view of bulk TPdS projected along the c-axis. Top right: cross section view of a single 
ribbon (inside the dashed rectangle). The length and bonding energy for intra (solid line) and inter 
(blue dashed line) bonds are 2.47 Å/5.7 eV and 2.602 Å/0.34 eV, respectively. Bottom: top view of 
a single ribbon that extends along the c direction. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of the 
bulk crystal. The inset shows the as-grown needle-like single crystals. (c) Isosurface map (set at 
0.05 e/Å3) of the simulated spatial distribution of charge density (001 surface), the positions of 
Pd, Ta, and Se atoms are indicated by blue, red, and green spheres, respectively. (d) AFM images 
of TPdS nanowires prepared by micromechanical exfoliation. Extremely thin nanowires (1.2, 2.8, 
and 2.9 nm) can be found in two highlighted regions. Reproduced with permission from ref.[124], 
with permission from American Chemical Society 
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4.2 Low-dimensional material transfer methods 

For the most basic low-dimensional vdW material FET, the thin flakes or wires can be 

directly cleaved on to a SiO2/Si, followed by EBL and metallization to provide electrical 

connection. This method is straightforward but has disadvantages: first, the flakes/wires that are 

sensitive to the environment can easily degrade. Also, SiO2 not an ideal substrate due to its charged 

surface states, impurities, optical phonons and surface roughness. Using another thin vdW material 

film as a protection layer or substrate is a promising solution to above problems, which can provide 

ultra-clean and ultra-smooth encapsulation with minimal damages to the target flakes/wires. 

Adding either a protection layer or a substrate involves transfer.  Here, the transfer usually means 

the process of moving one piece of thin flake from one material surface to another material surface. 

By using the transfer method, research successfully encapsulated graphene with BN and achieved 

very high quality. Encapsulation is the start but not the limit of the transfer. In the past decades, 

different transfer methods are widely used to build different kind of low dimensional vdW material 

based heterostructures or heterojunctions. 

Figure 4.2 displays process flows of three widely used transfer methods. To make the case 

simple, here we take heterostructures consisting of two materials as an example. Heterostructures 

that involve more materials can be achieved by repeat some steps of the whole process. The process 

starts from flake 1 on substrate 1 and flake 2 on substrate 2, and the target is that the flake 1 is 

properly aligned with flake 2 on substrate 2. The process involves three main steps: i: separate 

flake 1 from substrate 1; ii Align flake 1 to flake 2 on substrate 2 and iii, remove the transfer stamp 

that is used in step i and ii.  
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Figure 4.2 Low dimensional material transfer methords. (a) process flows show (a) wet transfer, 
(b)dry transfer I and (c)dry transfer II. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.2a, the wet transfer use chemicals to dissolve scarified layer to 

separated flake 1 from substrate 1. The scarified layer can be the SiO2 layer of the standard SiO2/Si 

substrate which can be etched by KOH. Or the flake 1 needs to be exfoliated onto a water-soluble 

tape, which will later be dissolved by water. A Polymer coating is needed on the top to support the 

flake 1 and help the flake to float on the solution after the scarified layer is removed. Then the 

flake 1/PMMA structure will be mounted on to a stamp and can be precisely moved by a 3-axis 

manipulator. The flake 1/PMMA/stamp and flake 2 on substrate 2 are carefully aligned through 

the optical microscope by moving the stamp via manipulator. Further lower the flake 

1/PMMA/stamp and make it fully contact with flake 2 on the substrate. Finally heat up the whole 

stack to make PMMA become very soft and close to melting. At this moment, the manipulator is 
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moved up slowly and the portion of PMMA touching the substate can separate with the stamp and 

stay on the substrate. After wet transfer, the PMMA film is rinsed away in acetone and further 

cleaning can be conducted by annealing. However, due to the wet process in step i, it is extremely 

difficult to remove all chemical residues and bubbles and wrinkles may exist at the flake 1/flake 2 

interface. 

The dry transfer method is then introduced to avoid the chemical contamination of the wet 

transfer method (Figure 4.2b). A viscose poly-propylene carbonate (PPC) film carried by PDMS 

stamp is utilized to pick up flake 1 from substate 1. During the pick-up, the portion of PPC film 

first full contact with flake, and then the stack is heated up to around 40 oC. Under this temperature, 

the flake 1 can be picked up by PCC by slowly lifting the stamp. Alignment and contact are then 

conducted between flake 1/PPC/stamp and flake 2 on substrate 2. Finally, raising the temperature 

to around 90 oC to soften the PPC, make it remain on the substrate 2 while removing the PDMS 

stamp. The PPC is then removed in chloroform to leave the flake 1/flake 2 stack on the substrate. 

Although, chloroform is used in the last step, the flake 1/flake 2 interface should be clean without 

contamination. Moreover, the pick-up process can be just repeated to build multilayer 

heterostructures and a BN layer can be first picked up to then protect the whole stack underneath 

from chemical contamination (chloroform and other chemicals used in metallization). 

For most heterostructure devices, the metallization which provides electrical connections 

is usually the last step of the device fabrication, and involves EBL followed by metal deposition. 

Recently, researchers propose a new approach for metallization. As shown in Figure 4.2c, metal 

electrodes are pre-fabricated on bare silicon substrate using standard EBL and E-beam deposition 

and lift-off process. Then the metal electrodes can be released from the substrate by coating a 

PMMA layer and peeling off the PMMA layer with the help of a PDMS stamp. The 
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electrodes/PMMA/PDMS then can be physically laminated onto the target flakes/wires or used to 

pick up flake 1 and then align to flake 2. After removing the PDMS stamp, PMMA on top of the 

contact pads is removed using EBL and development processes, leaving the exposed metal pads 

for further electrical connection.  

 
 

Figure 4.3 Comparasion between transferred metals and evaporated metals. (a)-(c), Cross-
sectional schematics and TEM images of the transferred Au electrode on top of MoS2, with 
atomically sharp and clean metal-semiconductor interfaces. d, Optical image of the MoS2 device 
with transferred electrodes (upper) and with the transferred electrodes mechanically released 
(lower). The underlying MoS2 layer retains its original shape after physical integration and 
separation of the Au thin-film electrodes, indicating that the transferred metal–semiconductor 
interface is free of direct chemical bonding. (e)-(f), Cross-sectional schematics and TEM images 
of conventional electron-beam-deposited Au electrodes on top of MoS2, where the bombardment 
of the MoS2 surface by high-energy Au atoms and clusters creates considerable damage to the 
MoS2 surface, producing a glassy layer with apparent defects, interface diffusion, chemical 
bonding and atomic disorder. h, Optical image of a MoS2 flake with deposited electrodes (upper) 
and with the deposited electrodes mechanical released (lower), where the underlying MoS2 surface 
is destroyed while removing the deposited electrodes, suggesting direct chemical bonding and 
strong metal–semiconductor interaction in deposited junctions. Reproduced with permission from 
ref.[125], with permission from American Chemical Society 
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As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the physical transfer of pre-fabricated metal electrodes offers 

a gentle, ‘low-energy’ materials integration strategy without conventional aggressive fabrication 

processes such as lithography or deposition, to prevent the creation of defects, residues, strains and 

the associated defect-induced gap states on a dangling-bond-free 2D semiconductor surface. Both 

TEM images (Figure 4.3c and g), and optical image (Figure 4.3d and h) showing a MoS2 flake 

with metal contacts then be separated mechanically further demonstrate that this method can 

achieve weak vdW interaction at the interface without damage to underlying semiconductor, 

allowing  Schottky barrier height of a MS junction approaches the Schottky–Mott limit. 

4.3 p-n junction between Ta2Pt3Se8 and Ta2Pd3Se8 nanoribbons 

We fabricated nanoscale PN junctions between p-type TPtS and n-type TPdS nanoribbons 

via the vdW transfer technique. Figure 4.4a illustrates the schematic diagram of a typical 

heterojunction, consisting of a TPdS nanoribbon that is perpendicularly stacked on top of a TPtS 

nanoribbon and four metal electrodes that are connected to both ends of two nanoribbons, 

respectively. Here ultrathin TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons were mechanically exfoliated on top of the 

degenerately-doped Si substrate covered with a 280-nm-thick thermal SiO2 layer. Optical 

microscopy was used to identify thin TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons, which with thicknesses less than 

50 nm were selected. In order to avoid Fermi-level pinning and chemical disorder at metal-

nanoribbon interfaces, a vdW transfer technique was adapted from a previous report to build TPtS-

TPdS heterojunctions.[125] Briefly, gold electrodes were first prepared on a silicon substrate and 

then mechanically released from the substrate by a PMMA layer and a PDMS stamp. Next, the 

released metal electrodes were carefully aligned and placed atop a TPdS nanoribbon under an 

optical microscope. The TPdS nanoribbon was then picked up by lifting the PDMS stamp slowly. 

After that, the PDMS-PMMA-metal-TPdS stack was perpendicularly aligned and physically 
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laminated on top of a TPtS nanoribbon, subsequently followed by heating and lifting the PDMS 

stamp. As a result, a PMMA-metal-TPdS-TPtS stack with clean metal-nanoribbon and 

nanoribbon-nanoribbon interfaces was placed on the SiO2/Si substrate. Finally, a standard 

electron-beam lithography process was conducted to remove the PMMA atop contact pads, 

providing exposed metal pads for future electrical and optoelectronic measurements. The inset of 

Figure 4.4a presents an optical image of a typical TPtS-TPdS heterojunction. Back-gate voltages 

were applied to the nanoribbons through a 280 nm SiO2 layer. Both electrical and optoelectronic 

properties of the device were characterized in a Janis ST-500 Microscopy Cryostat under high 

vacuum (∼10−6 Torr).  

 
 

Figure 4.4 Schematic and electronic characteristics of the TPtS-TPdS junction. (a) A schematic 
diagram of a nanoscale crossed p-n junction between perpendicularly stacked TPtS and TPdS 
nanoribbons. Inset: optical micrograph of a typical device. S and D indicate source and drain 
electrodes, respectively. The gold dashed lines mark the edges of metal electrodes. (b) Gate-
dependent characteristics for TPtS and TPdS nanoribbons based FETs. Ids-Vds characteristics and 
band diagrams of (c) the TPtS nanoribbon with a gate voltage of -80 V and (d) the TPdS 
nanoribbon with a gate voltage of 80 V at various temperatures. (e) Ids-Vds characteristics of the 
TPtS-TPdS junction with a gate voltage of -80 V at various temperatures. Inset shows low-bias 
region and its linear fitting. 
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Figure 4.4b displays the gate-dependent transport characteristics of individual nanoribbons, 

where TPdS and TPtS nanoribbons show n-type and p-type behaviors, respectively. For this typical 

device, the TPdS nanoribbon exhibits higher electrical conductance than that of the TPtS one, 

which is likely related to their thicknesses.  The TPdS nanoribbon is expected to be relatively thick, 

since its color is darker than that of the TPtS nanoribbon in the optical image (Figure 4.4a, inset). 

Moreover, the I-V characteristics shows that both TPdS and TPtS nanoribbons possess nearly 

linear output curves at various temperatures (Figure 4.4c and 4.4d), suggesting ohmic contacts are 

formed between nanoribbons and metal electrodes. Furthermore, an increase in the conductance is 

observed for both nanoribbons when the temperature rises from 140 K to 280 K, which is likely 

due to their semiconductor nature.[126] As illustrated in Figure 4.4e, the I-V characteristics of the 

TPtS-TPdS junction is subsequently investigated.  Non-linear rectifying behaviors are observed at 

various temperatures, suggesting that a PN junction is formed at the TPtS-TPdS interface. 

4.4 Tunneling effect 

TPtS and TPdS share similar indirect band gap around 0.53 eV, while TPtS shows p-type 

and TPdS shows n-type behaviors. Once they contact with each other, TPtS is expected to bends 

downward while TPdS bends upward to align their Fermi levels, resulting in a built-in junction 

barrier between them as shown in Figure 1e top inset. Forward biases can reduce the barrier and 

lead to current flow. Under -80 V gate, where TPtS start to turn on and TPdS is going to become 

off state. The junction potential can be roughly estimated to be around 180 meV to 265 meV, 

which matches the V intercept (230 meV) of the large-bias linear region of the junction output I-

V curve under positive bias. Reverse biases increase the barrier but the small depletion region 

allows tunneling transmission occurs through the barrier and leads to a measurable current flow 

that increases with increasing reverse bias.  
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To further illustrate the details, we focus on the transmissions at the TPtS-TPdS interface. 

The band bending causes depletion regions for two nanoribbons. Therefore, the electrical 

transmission from one nanoribbon to another, involves two transmissions through the two 

depletion regions, in addition to the transmission between the two vdW force bonded nanoribbons. 

According to the previous reported tunneling transmission study about the vdW force bonded 

carbon nanotube, the transmission probability (Td) for tunneling through the depletion region, can 

estimated form the transmission probability (TS ≈ Td2) along the ribbon, where the depletion region 

needs to be transmitted twice (inset of Figure 4.4c and 4.4d).[127] Ts can be calculated with the 

conductance of each ribbon: TS = G/(4e2/ h) (where e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s 

constant). Similarly, the transmission possibility between TPtS-TPdS junction can also be 

calculated from the junction conductance at low-bias linear region (Vds < ±50 mV) (Figure 4.4e 

bottom inset). On the other hand, as we mentioned in previous discussion, the transmission 

possibility between TPtS-TPdS junction TTPtS-TPdS can be given by TTPtS-TPdS ≈ Td_TPtS·Tj· Td_TPdS. As 

a result, the transmission possibility between the two vdW force bonded nanoribbons, Tj, can be 

estimated to be around 0.025 (for another device, Tj is 0.059), which is similar to the reported 

transmission possibility for the vdW force bonded carbon nanotube (Tj ~ 0.02 to 0.06).[127] 

The tunneling transmission between the two vdW force bonded nanoribbons can be 

interpreted as interlayer recombination between majority carriers of TPtS and TPdS, which can be 

described by Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination (inelastic tunneling of majority carriers 

into trap states in the gap) and Langevin recombination (Coulomb interaction). The increasing 

interlayer recombination rate at higher forward biases, and the band bending along each 

nanoribbon under reverse biases lead to the non-linear I-V characteristics. 
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4.5 Polarization-dependent photoresponse 

Aside from the electrical transport measurements, the optoelectronic properties of 

nanoribbons and their heterojunctions were investigated using scanning photocurrent microscopy. 

Figure 4.5a shows a photocurrent image of the p-type TPtS nanoribbon, where the nanoribbon and 

metal electrodes are outlined by orange and yellow dashed lines, respectively. Strong photocurrent 

responses are observed at the nanoribbon-metal interfaces, where potential barriers are formed due 

to Fermi level alignment, leading to built-in electric fields that separate EHPs. The red/blue color 

corresponds to positive/negative current, where positive current indicates the current flows from 

the drain to source electrode. For the p-type TPtS nanoribbon, since the electronic energies are 

lower near the contacts than in the middle of the nanoribbon, electrons will flow from the middle 

channel to electrodes (Figure 4.4c inset), resulting in a positive/negative current flow at the 

drain/source electrode. When a drain-source bias of 5V is applied, the intensity of the positive 

photocurrent response at the drain electrode is strongly enhanced. We have also found that the 

photocurrent response of the TPtS nanoribbon is anisotropic. As shown in Figure 4.5b, the 

photocurrent signals are maximized when the incident light is polarized along the TPtS nanoribbon 

direction (or 0o). The direction of the polarization is defined as shown in Figure 4.5a, where 0o and 

90o denote the directions parallel to the TPtS and TPdS nanoribbons, respectively. The polarized 

effect likely arises from the unique chain-like structure of TPtS nanoribbons, which gives the 

materials their quasi-1D properties. As a result, a smaller part of the incident light is expected to 

be coupled into the nanoribbons for the cross-polarized light, leading to high anisotropy rations in 

optical absorption, as reported in other 1D or quasi-1D structures.(48, 49, 59-62)  The anisotropic 

photoresponse of TPtS nanoribbons opens another degree of freedom in development of future 

polarized optoelectronics.  
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Figure 4.5 polarization-dependent photoresponse of the TPtS-TPdS junction.Scanning 
photocurrent images of (a) the TPtS FET (+5V bias), (c) the TPdS FET (+1V bias), and (e) the 
TPtS-TPdS junction (+5V bias), respectively. Normalized photocurrent intensities as a function of 
the incident light polarization direction for (b) the TPtS FET, (d) the TPdS FET, and (f) the TPtS-
TPdS heterojunction, respectively. 

 

Similarly, an opposite polarity of photocurrent responses is observed for the n-type TPdS 

nanoribbon at the nanoribbon-metal interfaces (Figure 4.5c), where the electronic energies are 

higher near the contacts than in the middle of the nanoribbon (Figure 4.4d inset), leading to a flow 

of electrons from the electrodes to the middle channel or negative/positive photocurrent signals 

near the drain/source electrode. As we expected, the maximum photocurrent response of the TPdS 

nanoribbon occurs for the light polarization direction parallel to the nanoribbon (90 oC) (Figure 

4.5d). Furthermore, we explore the optoelectronic properties of the TPtS-TPdS PN junction. As 

shown in Figure 4.5e, the majority of photocurrent signals are detected in the overlap region 

between TPdS and TPtS nanoribbons, where the PN junction induced built-in electric field can 

efficiently separate the photo-excited EHPs to generate photocurrent responses (Figure 4.4e top 
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inset). Interestingly, the photocurrent signals observed at the TPtS-TPdS junction show nearly 

isotropic behavior (Figure 4.5f), suggesting both nanoribbons contribute to the photocurrent 

generation in the junction region. The entire TPtS-TPdS system provides an idea to achieve light 

detection at a controllable polarized photodetection. 

4.6 Bias-dependent photoresponse 

 
 

Figure 4.6 Bias-dependent photocurrent of the TPtS-TPdS junction.(a) Scanning photocurrent 
images of the TPtS-TPdS junction under different drain-source biases. (b) Ids when the drain-
source voltage sweeps from -1 V to 1 V with a step of 0.5 V in dark and with laser shine on the 
junction area. (c) Band diagrams for the TPtS-TPdS junction under different biases. 

 

To further explore the photocurrent generation mechanisms at the TPtS-TPdS junction, we 

performed bias-dependent scanning photocurrent measurements under Vbg = -80 V (Figure 4.6a 

and 4.6b). At the zero bias, negative photocurrent signals are detected in the junction region, which 

is consistent to the negative short circuit current for a conventional PN junction via PVE as shown 
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in Figure 4.6c middle.  If a reverse bias is applied (Vds = -1V) that raises the total electrostatic 

potential and thus facilitate the separation of the photo-excited EHPs. Therefore, the photo-excited 

carries are quickly separated and then collected before recombined at the interlayer, leading to 

enhanced photocurrent signals (Figure 4.6c left). On the other hand, the forward bias can partially 

cancel the built-in electric field or reduce the total electrostatic potential, making it difficult to 

separate the photo-excited EHPs (Figure 4.6c right). Under this circumstance, interlayer 

recombination may compete with photo-excited carries separation/collection, leading to negligible 

photocurrent. This further confirms that the photocurrent response at the TPtS-TPdS junction is 

mainly attributed to the PVE. 

4.7 Photoresponse spectrum for nanowire with various thickness  

By varying the wavelength of the incident light, we further explored the spectral response 

of TPtS and TPdS nanoribbons. Figure 4.7 shows the measured normalized photocurrent signals 

as a function of the light wavelength (P = 80 µW) for TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons with different 

thicknesses. We could roughly estimate the bandgaps of nanoribbons by extracting the cut-off 

wavelength of photoresposivity. A thinner TPtS nanoribbon that shows relatively light color under 

an optical microscope (Figure 4.7a) tends to have a larger band gap of 1.08 eV (1150 nm), while 

the thicker one (Figure 4.7b) owns a band gap of 0.99 eV (1250 nm). Similarly, the bandgaps for 

TPdS nanoribbons are 1.03 eV (1200 nm) and 0.92 eV (1350 nm), respectively. This is in good 

agreement with the previous electronic band structure calculations, which predict that the bandgaps 

of TPtS/TPdS are thickness-dependent and there is a transition from 1.038 eV in a single-layer 

structure to 0.525 eV in bulk material.[124] More accurate measurements of the nanoribbon 

thickness/width and other bandgap characteristics are required in the future to pin down the 

relationship between the bandgap and size of TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons.  
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Figure 4.7 Photoresponse spectrum for nanowire with various thickness. (a) Photocurrent signals 
measured as a function of incident laser wavelength for TPtS (a and b) and TPdS (c and d) 
nanoribbons with different thicknesses. Inset: optical images of nanoribbons. 

 

4.8 Conclusion 

In summary, we report nanoscale p-n junctions between perpendicularly stacked p-type 

TPtS and n-type TPdS nanoribbons. p/n-type gate-dependency and asymmetric nonlinear output 

behaviors are successfully demonstrated for the TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons and their heterojunctions, 

respectively. Following examination illuminates tunneling effect between the crossed vdW 

nanoribbons junction with transmission possibility around 0.025. Moreover, isotropic photocurrent 

signals are observed at the nanoscale TPtS-TPdS heterojunction, while TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons 

exhibit polarized photoresponses, suggesting that the photocurrent signals at the heterojunctions 

are likely attributed to photo-excited carriers in both TPtS and TPdS nanoribbons. Bias-dependent 
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photocurrent measurements further demonstrate that the photocurrent generation at the TPtS-TPdS 

p-n junction primarily stems from the PVE, which is similar to conventional pn junctions. With 

the assistance of the photoresponse spectra of TPtS/TPdS nanoribbons, their bandgaps can be 

estimated to be around 0.9 eV to 1.1 eV and depend on their thickness, consistent to previous 

theoretical predications. These studies not only offer a way to build nanoscale junctions, but also 

provide fundamental understandings on the electrionic and optoelectronic properties of vdW 

nanoribbons and their heterojunctions, opening up new avenues for engineering future anisotropic 

electronics and optoelectronics. 
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 Laser Induced Charge Density Wave Melting in 
Suspended NbSe3 Nanowires 

5.1 Charge density wave in NbSe3 

NbSe3 belongs to TMTC, where covalently bonded molecular chains are assembled 

together via vdW force to form quasi-1D crystal structures.[128-131] This restricted 

dimensionality enables periodic distortion of the lattice in NbSe3 when the temperature drops 

below a critical value (TCDW), which develops a wave-like variation of the free electron 

density.[132] This static modulation of conduction electrons is known as charge density waves 

(CDWs). The monoclinic room-temperature structure of NbSe3 is depicted in Figure 5.1a top inset. 

Three types of metallic chains are included in the NbSe3 unit cell. The type-III chains are 

responsible for the first CDW with wavevector q1 (0, 0.243 ± 0.005, 0) below TCDW1 = 145 K, and 

the type-I chains contribute to the second modulation with wavevector q2 (0.5, 0.263 ± 0.005, 0.5) 

below TCDW2 = 59 K, whereas the type-II chains remain metallic at all temperatures.[131, 133-135] 

5.2 Raman spectrum and resistance characteristics of NbSe3 

NbSe3 nanowires were prepared from bulk crystals using ultrasonic cleaving.  Even though 

the bonding energies along b and c directions in NbSe3 are comparable, the Nb-Se bonds formed 

along the c direction vary significantly in the bond length (2.73−2.95 Å), which results in an easy 

cleavage. Raman spectrum is used to identify NbSe3 as shown in Figure 5.1b. NbSe3 layer crystal 

in the monoclinic phase, which haves space group P21/m (𝐶𝐶2ℎ2 , No. 11), possesses two Raman 

active modes: Ag and Bg.[136] Within the range from 45 cm-1 to 300 cm-1: Raman peaks at 86.84 

cm-1, 113.36 cm-1, 143.25 cm-1, 155.30 cm-1, 163.02 cm-1, 180.86 cm-1, 187.61 cm-1, 217.01 cm-1 
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and 242.57 cm-1 are detected and attributed to Ag mode, and Bg oscillation causes peaks at 53.58 

cm-1 and 121.56 cm-1. 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Crystal structure, Raman spectrum, and resistance characteristics of NbSe3. (a) A 3D 
schematic illustrating the layout of a suspended NbSe3 device. Inset: crystal structure of NbSe3: 
Left: stacking of the prisms along the b-axis; Right: projection of the crystal structure 
perpendicular to the b-axis. (b) Unpolarized Raman spectrum of layered NbSe3. (c) SEM 
micrograph showing the top view of a final device. (d) Electrical resistance of a NbSe3 nanowire 
in the temperature range of 120–295K. 

 

The 3D layout of the final device is shown in Figure 5.1a. A nanowire is placed between 

two suspended SiNx membranes with integrated Pt heaters/resistance thermometers and extra 

electrodes. Figure 5.1c shows a top view SEM image of a typical device, identifying a nanowire 

with length ~ 8 µm.  The electrical resistance R of a NbSe3 nanowire is then measured with the 

standard 4-probe method to examine the CDW behaviors. During the electrical resistance 

measurement, to exclude the effects from CDW sliding, we set the electric field to be much smaller 
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than the measured depinning threshold electric field of the NbSe3 nanowire with the same cross-

sectional area. Note that in this report, we mainly focus on TCDW1, therefore, a temperature range 

from 110 K to 295 K is presented. At temperatures above 145 K, R decreases as the temperature 

reduces, indicating a metallic behavior. However, at 145 K, the R increases abruptly reaches 

maxima at ~ 120-130K. The amplitudes of the peaks for on TCDW1 is 5% of the room-temperature 

resistance, in good agreement with those reported for NbSe3 nanowire.[129, 137] 

5.3 Anisotropic photocurrent along the nanowire 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Anisotropic photocurrent of the NbSe3 nanowire. (a) Scanning reflection mapping (top 
panel) and scanning photocurrent mapping (middle panel) of a suspended NbSe3 device (650 nm 
illumination, measured between D and S electrodes). Bottom panel: the zoom-in image of dotted 
boxed region in the middle panel. (b) and (c): Normalized photocurrent intensities on the NbSe3 
wire as a function of incident light polarization angle. Their positions are marked by red and blue 
‘+’ in the bottom panel of (a). 

 

Scanning photocurrent microscopy is utilized to investigate the optoelectronic behaviors 

of the suspended NbSe3 nanowire. Figure 5.2a top and middle panels show reflection and 

photocurrent images of a suspended NbSe3 nanowire with Dh = 29.0 nm, where the position of the 

nanowire is outlined by white or black dashed lines, respectively. Note here that the photocurrent 

signals are collected between inner electrodes. Strong photocurrent responses are observed at the 

nanowire-Pt interfaces, which may be attributed to the PTE considering the Seebeck coefficient 

difference between the nanowire channel and the Pt electrodes. Photocurrent signals can also be 
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detected along the nanowire and clearly displayed in the zoomed image. Further polarization-

dependent photocurrent measurements reveal that the maximum photoresponse occurs when the 

incident laser is polarized parallel to the wire, as illustrated in Figure 5.2b and 5.2c. This 

anisotropic behavior is similar to previously reported anisotropic in-plane electrical and optical 

properties of TMTCs, which is caused by the reduced symmetry in the crystal structure.[24] 

5.4 Laser induced CDW melting 

To further understand the laser-nanowire interactions, especially whether the laser can 

affect the CDW properties of the NbSe3 nanowire, temperature-dependent photoresponse is 

subsequently investigated.  The laser is fixed to one position on the nanowire (almost the center 

and slightly to the source side of the wire), while the temperature varies from 115 K to 170 K. 

Note here electronic and optoelectronic properties of the device were characterized in a Janis ST-

500 Microscopy Cryostat under high vacuum (∼10−6 Torr). Both photoconductivity and 

photovoltage are recorded as functions of temperature. As displayed in Figure 5.3a, under the 

illumination of 650 nm laser, TCDW1 shifts from 145 K to a lower temperature. The change of 

TCDW1, ΔTCDW1 varies from 7.55 K under the illumination of laser with 2.5 µW power, increases to 

12.31 K for 5 µW and finally, under 10 µW laser, the TCDW1 becomes difficult to be identified 

within the measurement range. The TCDW1 shift might be explained by the locally heat up under 

laser illumination. 

Interestingly, the laser also causes the R at the TCDW1 to rise, and furthermore, we also 

found that the abrupt R increase from TCDW1 to 120-130K becomes smooth and even nearly flat 

when the laser power is lifted. This change leads to an attenuation of the CDW effect, which 

matches the CDW melting or CDW gap closure that is reported in many literatures. Especially, 
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one previous report shows that for weak light perturbation, the CDW is still partially present, while 

large light fluence can completely suppress the CDW.[138, 139]  

 
 

Figure 5.3 Temperature-dependent photoconductivity and photovoltage of the NbSe3 nanowire. 
(a) Photoconductivity and (b) photovoltage as functions of temperature with laser power from 2.5 
µW to 10 µW under 650 nm laser illumination. (c) Photoconductivity and (d) photovoltage as 
functions of temperature with laser power from 5 µW to 40 µW under 1110 nm laser illumination. 

 

Furthermore, the incident laser also induces detectable photovoltage, even without external 

bias. As displayed in Figure 5.3b, the photovoltage is proportional to laser power and stays almost 

constant for temperature above TCDW1. However, for temperature below TCDW1, where the CDW 

phase transition happens, the photovoltage tends to rise and its dependence on laser power becomes 

complex.  

To further understand this phenomenon, temperature-dependent conductivities 

measurements are conducted under various laser power but with wavelength 1100 nm. Similar 

results are observed but the nanowire exhibit a less sensitive response to laser at the longer 

wavelength. Much stronger illumination is needed for 1100 nm laser to achieve the same CDW 

melting effect.  
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Inspired by previous studies where the Rothwarf-Taylor (R-T) model is applied to analyze 

the photoexcitation dynamics in the CDW materials, we adapt the method to further investigate 

our results and their underlying mechanism.[138] As illustrated in figure 5.4a and 5.4b, the 

incident laser excites electrons and holes ne in the material, followed by rapidly scattering of these 

particles with themselves, selectively coupled phonons (SCPs), and the thermal bath. This kinetic 

energy relaxation process ends up in quasiparticles (QPs) nq, states near the Fermi energy as the 

following equation describes: 

𝑑𝑑𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑆𝑆(𝑑𝑑) −
𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟
−
𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝

−
𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖ℎ

1 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 Photoexcitation processes. sketch of processes for photoexcitation of (a) 650 nm and 
(b) 1100 nm laser. the main scattering processes: hot electrons and hot holes with other carriers, 
𝜏𝜏e-1, selectively coupled phonons, 𝜏𝜏ep-1, and the thermal bath, 𝜏𝜏th-1. R: the recombination rate of 
two QPs, generating an SCP. η: the breaking rate of an exciton with an SCP, generating two QPs. 
𝛾𝛾: the anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering with the thermal bath. 
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where S(t) is the injection rate of hot free carriers by the laser. At the same time, scattering of two 

QPs with an SCP occurs with a recombination rate R. Also, an exciton breaks into generating two 

QPs with an SCP at a rate. Finally, the 𝛾𝛾 notes the rate of anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering 

with the thermal bath. Those processes can also be described: 

𝑑𝑑𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=
𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟

+ 𝜂𝜂𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 − 2𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽𝑞𝑞 − 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽𝑞𝑞2 2 

𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=
𝐽𝐽𝑟𝑟
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝

−
𝜂𝜂𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝

2
+ 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽𝑞𝑞 +

𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽𝑞𝑞2

2
− 𝛾𝛾𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝  3 

where nT denotes the density of thermally excited QPs. The QPs near the Fermi energy that 

probably contributes to the CDW gap closure and its amount nq, is directly related to ne.  

For 1100 nm and 650 nm illumination with equal power, 1100 nm laser possesses a larger 

population of the photon (𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
ℎ𝑝𝑝

 , h is the Plank constant and c is the speed of light), which 

indicates larger ne. However, on the other hand, the diffraction limit of the focused laser and the 

absorption spectrum need also to be considered and examined. The beam waist w of a focused 

laser can be estimated by w = λ
πNA

 , which is 345 nm and 584 nm for 650 nm and 1100 nm laser, 

leading to a lower power density for 1100 nm laser when compared to 650 nm laser with same 

laser power. Since the cross area for the nanowire is much smaller than the diameter 2w of the 

focused laser, the laser power that reaches the nanowire needs to be further determined by the 

nanowire dimension and the power density. Therefore, for the 650 nm and 1100 nm laser with 

same power, if the photon that reach the nanowire can be entirely absorbed to excites electrons and 

holes, the electron/hole amount ne should be the same. However, the absorption spectrum of NbSe3 

indicates more absorption for 650 nm than 1100 nm, which results in ne under 650 nm is larger 
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than the ne under 1100 nm with the same power.[140] As a result,  under the illumination of equal 

power, 650 nm laser can allow more energy that interacts with the nanowire, leading to more 

effective CDW melting. 

Back to the photovoltage behaviors, we interestingly find that the Seebeck coefficient 

reported for the NbSe3 nanowire also starts to increase when the temperature goes below TCDW1. 

Since the laser spot is located slightly to the source side, the temperature rise on the nanowire can 

make the temperature of the source electrode slightly higher than the drain electrode. Since the 

Seebeck coefficient change from -15 µV/K at 120K to -10 µV/K around TCDW1,[129] 1K difference 

between the source and drain electrodes can cause a photo-thermoelectric effect (PTE) induced 

voltage change from -15 µV at 120K to -10 µV around TCDW1, considering 𝛥𝛥𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 =

�𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟3 − 𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖�𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(S is the Seebeck coefficient). Moreover, with large laser flux, the CDW is 

further suppressed, which then lower the rate 𝛾𝛾 of the anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering with 

the thermal bath.[138] As a result, the temperature rise per µW may decrease as the laser power 

increases. This behavior probably can provide an explanation for figure 5.3b and 5.3d, where 

strong laser presents relatively lower photovoltages per µW, especially in the CDW range. 
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 Summary and outlook 

6.1 Summary  

Researchers never stop their effort to achieve electronics and optoelectronics with 

improved performances. Low-dimensional vdW materials allow dimensions down to the atomic 

scale but still maintain the crystal structure, exhibiting potential for future electronics scaling down. 

Their atomic dimension, on the other hand, combined with their great mechanical properties, 

making them promising candidates for flexible/foldable thin film devices, and enabling them to be 

integrated with other planer platforms. The confinement in dimension also makes the observation 

of many quantum effects become possible, and at the same time yield numerous novel properties 

that can benefit for electronics and optoelectronics. My Ph.D. research focuses on optoelectronics 

characteristics of novel low-dimension material and low-dimensional material with novel device 

structures. Although all my work may cover only an extremely small portion of the entire low-

dimension material field, the fascinating properties I observed reflect some of their most exciting 

potential in future applications. 

In Chapter 2, a high performance WSe2 based photodetectors is first demonstrated by 

achieving ohmic contacts with 2D/2D contact structure. Outstanding electrical transport behaviors 

with a field-effect hole mobility of ~300 cm2·V-1·s-1 are achieved, leading to a high 

photoresponsivity of ~ 600 mA/W and high detectivity up to ~1013 with a high external quantum 

efficiency up to 100% and a response time (both rise and decay times) shorter than 8 µs. Chapter 

3 presents a few-layer BP photodetector on top of a nanostructured silicon waveguide that can 

visualize the light-scattering patterns of the waveguide by scanning photocurrent mapping. Hot 

electron injection from the silicon waveguide to the BP channel is demonstrated to play an 
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important role in the detection. From Chapter 4, I further reduce the dimension of vdW materials 

and successfully demonstrate tunneling effect between TPtS and TPdS nanoribbons. Finally, in 

Chapter 5, CDW melting effect induced by the laser is observed in suspended NbSe3 nanowires. 

6.2 Challenges and Outlook  

Many challenges still existed for low-dimensional vdW material, especially for practical 

applications, which go to large scales and under ambient environments. However, I do believe 

low-dimensional vdW material reserve advantages over traditional 3D materials, especially for 

easy integration with other platforms and detections down to atomic scales. Below I propose some 

potentially interesting directions. 

2D photonic crystal integrated 2D material based photodetectors 

Photonic crystals are analogous to crystals where the unit structure is periodically 

duplicated.[102, 141] When the periodicity in these structures approaches the wavelength of light, 

a photonic bandgap (PBG), in which the light propagation is forbidden, will appear. The 

arrangement, materials, structural symmetry and lattice parameters determine the bandwidth and 

the frequency of the PBG. The geometry of 2D photonic crystals makes it easy to planarized 

themselves to be integrated with 2D material based photodetectors. Like other photonic structures 

discussed in Chapter 3, the integration of a 2D photonic crystal with a 2D material based 

photodetector may provide an approach to manipulate the light absorption in 2D materials in a 

controllable way. Furthermore, a pre-designed break in periodicity will introduce a localized mode 

and thus led to confinement of light, which makes it possible to achieve light-matter manipulations 

in a certain location as designed.[141] Photonic crystals with pre-designed break have been 

reported in several previous literatures, in which photonic crystals are integrated with 2D materials 
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optoelectronics to achieve enhanced light-matter interactions and improved modulation 

performances.[107, 108, 142, 143] 

 

Figure 6.1 Absorption spectrum of a 2D photonic crystal with bowtie unit cell. (a) SEM image of 
the 2D photonic crystal based on a bowtie unit cell. (b) A schematic diagram of the experimental 
setup for light absorption spectra measurement. (c)Experimentally measured absorption of the 
total absorption (red circles) and silicon substrate absorption (green circles), respectively, and 
subtraction of silicon substrate absorption from the total absorption (black circles) (d). Finer 
measurements are conducted with results shown in (e)and (f), which present zoom-in details for 
the shadowed area in (c) and (d). 

 

Our preliminary experimental results, as displayed in Figure 6.1, the 2D photonic crystal 

is designed is based on a bowtie unit cell. [144] Absorption measurements present two asymmetric 

line-shape resonances (shadowed areas) within the wavelength range from 1100 to 1500 nm. Those 

resonances show similarity to the Fano resonance, which is related to the interference between Mie 

scattering (as a continuum state from each unit cell) and Bragg scattering (as a discrete state from 

the 2D array) and shows an asymmetric profile of a narrow band in the spectrum.[145-147] 
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Detail mechanisms can be investigated with the assistance of the FTDT simulations. Then, 

a 2D TMDCs or BP based photodetector (depending on where the resonances locate) on the top 

of the 2D photonic crystal. The absorption spectra measurement will be conducted right after the 

fabrication to identify the resonance properties. Optoelectronic characteristics will be subsequently 

conducted for this photonic crystal-2D material system. Furthermore, a pre-designed break in the 

2D photonic crystal can also be introduced and the scanning photocurrent measurements can give 

a straightforward way to investigate the light-matter interactions locally. 

SWNT based detection platform for DNA 

The π-electron interfaces are ubiquitous and the interactions between π-electron interfaces 

happen all the time in our nature.[148-152] These non-covalent bindings play fundamental and 

essential roles in various disciplines, but a full understanding of these interactions is still 

unavailable. The main reason here may be the small dimension of many biomolecules (for example, 

2 nm in diameter for a DNA molecule), which requires experimental detection down to single 

molecule level. SWNT possesses a typical diameter of 1-2 nm, which is comparable to the diameter 

of a DNA. SWNT has also been demonstrated to show outstanding electrical and optoelectrical 

behaviors and enormous tensile strength. All those properties make it a great candidate for 

detecting the interactions of π-electron interfaces between a DNA molecule and a CNT via 

multiform ways.  

Another challenge for detecting interactions between π-electron interfaces rises for the 

difficulty to control biomolecule with high precision. Optical tweezers offer a solution in this 

respect. Optical tweezers are devices that use a highly focused laser beam to provide a force to 

manipulate objects ranging in size from 10 nm to over 100 mm. The physical principles behind 

optical trapping are relatively simple and straightforward: the field gradients near the focus of a 
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laser beam which give rise to a trapping force towards the point of highest intensity formed. In the 

vicinity of this focus, the optical trap shows a linear “Hookean” spring behavior. As a result, the 

forces applied on an object proportional to its displacement from the center of the trap.[153, 154]  

 
 

Figure 6.2 Schematic of a SWNT transistor combined with dual-trap optical tweezers. 

 

Here, we report a detection platform that combines a suspended SWNT transistor with 

dual-trap optical tweezers to explore interactions of π-electron interfaces between SWNT and 

DNA. The entire detection platform is illustrated as shown in Figure 6.2.  Force detection with 

sub-piconewton level can be achieved via position sensitive detector (PSD) and video image 

analysis (VIA). At the same time, current signals and the photocurrents signals that go through the 

SWNT transistor can be detected during the interactions to provide additional information to 

decode the interactions of π-electron interfaces. 

 A SWNT was grown via CVD to bridge the source/drain Pt contacts to form a SWNT 

transistor. Note that the CNT device is sealed in a home-made microfluidic and can be modulated 

via electrolyte gate.[155, 156]  Furthermore, one more laser is combined to the platform for 3D 

scanning photocurrent microscopy (additional movement along z direction to the scanning 
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photocurrent microscopy described in Chapter 1). The photocurrent signals can be recorded at 

different 3D positions, making it possible to reconstruct the 3D morphology of the CNT, helping 

us to visualize the interaction between the CNT and DNA. 

 
 

Figure 6.3 Overstretching dsDNA to dsDNA-ssDNA hybrid to ssDNA.Force-extension curves of 
a dsDNA, an ssDNA-dsDNA hybrid and ssDNA. 

 

By separating the optical traps along x direction, the dsDNA can be overstretched to form 

a dsDNA/single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) hybrid structure as shown in Figure 6.3.[148] As a result, 

we can study the force or current signal difference when the CNT interacts with dsDNA or ssDNA. 

Furthermore, in previous literatures, the binding energies for the four base types with 

graphite/CNTs are predicted to be different: guanine (G) > adenine (A) > thymine (T) > cytosine 

(C).[157-159] With the assistance of the detection platform, we are expected to directly detect the 

bind force difference and also how the current signal changes when the CNT interacts with 

different base types. Here, we note that, optical tweezers can offer higher force resolution but much 

slower data collection rates with an extremely low loading rate in comparison with AFM probes, 

enabling the binding rupture occurs in a near-equilibrium regime. therefore, it will become possible 

to decode DNA sequence by reading either the force or current signals. Furthermore, we can 
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replace the CNT with 2D graphene to allow longer DNA sequence for one interaction. On the other 

hand, we can also monitor the binding force and current signal change when the electrochemical 

environment is controlled by various external voltages, and thus learn how the electrochemical 

environment changes the interaction between the π-electron interfaces.
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APPENDIX Instructions for Transfer 

SiO2/Si chip preparation 

1. Spin coat photoresist (Shipley 1800 series) and soft bake at 90 oC to protect SiO2/Si wafer. 

2. Dicing into small chips. 

3. Soak in Acetone (5 min) and IPA (5 min) to remove photoresist, dry with nitrogen. 

4. Soak in nanostrip at 60 oC for at least 1 hour, rinse with running DI water for at least 30s, 

dry with nitrogen. 

5. Check chip with AFM. Scan 20µm square, should show no particle, roughness ±500pm. 

Metal electrode fabrication and release 

1. Fabricate 50-nm-thick metal electrodes array with on a Si wafer using standard 

photolithography, high-vacuum electron-beam evaporation, followed by lift off process. 

2. Spin coat photoresist (Shipley 1800 series) and soft bake at 90 oC to protect the wafer 

3. Dicing into small chips. 

4. Soak in Acetone (5 min) and IPA (5 min) to remove photoresist, dry with nitrogen. 

5. Place the chip (with metal electrodes) in a sealed HMDS chamber at 120 °C for 2-30 mins 

and then spin coat it with 2-10 μm thick PMMA polymer, bake at 180 °C for 2 mins 

6. Mount PDMS stamp on glass slide, face down and full contact with the chip (with metal 

electrodes and covered by PMMA layer). 

7. Quick release and metal/PMMA will stay on the PDMS stamp. 

Pick up and transfer 
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1. Pick up: face the metal/PMMA side of PDMS stamp to the target sample on substrate, align 

the sample with electrodes, fully contact, rise temperature to around 25-30 oC, slowly lift 

the PDMS stamp to pick up the sample. 

2. Transfer: face the metal/PMMA side of PDMS stamp to the target sample on substrate, 

align the sample with electrodes, fully contact, rise temperature to around 60-70 oC, slowly 

lift the PDMS stamp to leave the PMMA film stay on the substrate. 

Window opening 

1. Standard EBL on the PMMA layer (dose may vary depending on the thickness of PMMA 

layer), followed by rinse with developer. 
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